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ABSTRACT 

This thesis compares the risk adjusted monthly returns of retail investor trading account of a 

top-five European brokerage firm. The studied sample comprises over 3.000 Dutch retail 

investors that strictly trade equities for the bull market period 2003 – 2009. Analysis of 

portfolio Sharpe ratios show the existence of an individual investor equity risk premium under 

heterogeneous risk tolerances. Second, investor ability is analysed by means of investor 

portfolios’ Information ratios and Treynor ratios. Individual investors possess ability to track, 

and also to beat their benchmark. These findings contradict that individual investors trade to 

their detriment, as most recently postulated by Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean [2009]. 

“I know nothing except the fact of my ignorance.” 
 

- Socrates - 

I. Introduction 

NEOCLASSICAL ECONOMICAL REASONING ASSERTS rationality in investor decision 

making. As postulated by the famous mathematician and professor in economics E. Roy Weintraub 

neoclassical economics [referred to as Standard Finance Theory hereafter], are based on three rigid 

assumptions: [1] people have rational preferences among outcomes that can be economically be 

identified and valuated properly, [2] individuals maximize utility and firms maximize profits, [3] 

people act independently on the basis of full and relevant information. Over recent decades, validity of 

these rigid assumptions has come under pressure of behavioural economical argumentations: [ad 1] 

people have differing and most often irrational preferences, [ad 2] due to differing and irrational 

preferences individuals serve other goals that do not necessarily maximize utility or maximize firms’ 

profits. [ad 3] and people are not omniscient, information asymmetries do exist and people exhibit 

varying social filtering mechanisms that effectuates herd behaviour. In this light, investors exhibit 

different levels of risk tolerances, and make different investment decisions accordingly. Behavioural 

Finance Theory examines empirical market anomalies by hand of psychological factors which 

influence market asset pricing mechanisms. Research outcomes so-far strongly reject principles 

fundamental to Expected Utility Theory and the Efficient Market Hypothesis; in short, markets are not 

efficient and prone to not fully rational investors that exhibit behavioural biases that arise from innate 

human behaviour.  

 

Perception of risk 

Humans differ in the way in which they perceive risk, their desire for risk and the choice of 

actual level of risk they expose themselves to. Investors also differ in how they see various risks, in 

their specific investment goals [under the subject of different desires] and the actual investment 

choices that they make. Differences between individual investors’ risk appetite and their investment 

goals and investment experience have received quite some attention from the media and various 

financial and political regulatory bodies over the last decade. This attention has ultimately 
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amalgamated into the European Union’s initiation of the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 

[MiFID] [2004, 2008] to categorize clients and to assess whether or not an investment product is 

suitable for that particular client. Financial services institutions are presently by law obliged to acquire 

information on their client’s profiles, consisting of information regarding their financial position, 

investment experience, and investment goals. Part of this client profile further entails a so-called risk 

profile, which examines what kind of investment risks a client both is willing and able to take, leading 

to several distinguishable characterizations of investor risk characterizations [Hart, F. ‘t en A. Loonen, 

2008]. Then again, no actual industry standard to determine this risk profile has been set. This 

inconsistency between financial institutes’ risk profiles resultantly produces client risk categorizations 

that substantially differ between financial institutes. The allotted asset mix and investment policy also 

differs substantially between financial institutes when comparing similar risk profile characterizations. 

Loonen and Van Raaij [2008] showed that altogether such inconsistencies in interbank risk profile 

greatly affect portfolio returns when comparing client portfolio returns of managed accounts at various 

financial institutes, depending strongly on the chosen financial institute to invest with. Such 

inconsistencies could be partially eliminated by setting a clear industry standard for institutes in how 

to assert clients’ risk profiles. Individual investors who execute their own trading transactions through 

‘execution only’ brokerage services are also subject to be offered a query by their financial services 

institute in order to determine their risk profile. 

 

Risk profiles make assertions of the level of risk tolerance that an investor supposedly wants, 

or perhaps more adequately, should pursue when making his or hers investments. Based on these 

assertions the investing decision entails constructing a portfolio by determining a certain asset mix to 

construct an investment portfolio. Secondly it is to be determined what part of the total investments to 

allocate to the risky portfolio component and what part to invest in a risk-free portfolio component. 

Hence an investment portfolio comprises a partial investment in one or more risky assets such as 

stocks, bonds, mutual funds or derivatives a partial investment in a safe, risk free asset, such as short-

term US Treasury bills. Depending on the asset mix of an investment portfolio an investor can decide 

to take on more/less portfolio risk to successively achieve potentially higher/lowered gains. Thirdly 

choices on exposure to specific stocks and funds can be made to maximize investment returns. 

 

Quantifying risk 

 Standard Finance Theory builds on the concept of risk and return, inferring that enhanced 

investment risk is, or should be, awarded a higher yield to compensate for the added level of risk. The 

oldest, most widely accepted theory of Modern Portfolio Theory revolves around mean-variance 

portfolio theory, which provides the theoretical foundation for quantifying risk and enabling fair 

examination of risk and return dynamics in portfolio selection [Body, Kane and Marcus [2008]. 

Markowitz’ Modern Portfolio Theory [MPT] [Markowitz 1952a, 1952b] first postulated optimal 

portfolio construction under the existence of such a trade-off between risk and expected returns, yet 
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Markowitz did not mathematically quantify this relation. Sharpe [1963, 1964] and Lintner [1965, 

1969] made the uptake of making systemic risk directly proportional to an investments’ expected 

return. Based on Markowitz’ MPT and his earlier work on diversification, Sharpe and Lintner 

introduced the Capital Asset Pricing Model [CAPM] with various contributions from Treynor [1965], 

Lintner and Mossin [1966]. See French [2003] for more details. Under CAPM a minimum-variance 

portfolio exists for each combination of risky assets and a riskless asset. The line of expected returns 

versus the amount of risk uptake [by means of portfolio mean-variance analysis] shows all portfolio 

allocation possibilities for the available risky and riskless asset combinations. The Security Market 

Line [SML] with the risk-free rate [generally the interest rate of short-term Treasury bills] as intercept 

is equl to the Market Risk Premium for all market portfolios and offers for comparison of portfolios’ 

reward-to-variability ratios. See figure A1. CAPM in Appendix A for a graphical representation.    

The risk premium  

 CAPM assumes there to be a risk premium for additional risk uptake and has lead to abundant 

research. Mehra and Prescott [1985] first showed that historical realized equity return premiums 

exceed US Treasury bill returns by far over a data period of almost a century [1889-1978]. Ever since, 

a vast scientific interest has remained to determine the exact nature of this equity return premium. 

Literature analysing CAPM’s risk-return trade-off by French, Schwert, and Stambaugh [1987] and 

Fama and French [1989] demonstrate a positively correlated risk-return relation. Au contraire, 

Campbell [1987] finds a negative risk-return relation as short-term interest rate is positively correlated 

with stock market variance, while it is negatively correlated with excess stock market returns. 

Cochrane [1997], Cornell [1999], and Brealey and Myers [2000] show wide variations in equity return 

premiums depending on assumptions that differ between modelling technique. Fama and French 

[2002] conclude on an overall positive equity return premium over the period 1872-2000. Later 

research focuses on correcting for economic state variables, with findings of Lettau and Ludvigson 

[2001] indicating that the consumption-wealth ratio is negatively correlated with stock market variance 

and that the consumption-wealth ratio is positively correlated with excess stock market returns. Both 

Guo [2001] and Malkiel [2003] effectively reconcile these findings by use of Merton’s ICAPM, 

finding a positive risk-return correlation after disentangling the risk and hedge components of the 

conditional excess stock market return. They correct for a negative risk-return relation bias which 

arises due to the static CAPM assumption that investment opportunities are constant over time. For 

instance, the risk-return relation is negative even though the price of risk is positive, under the 

condition of a negatively correlation of the hedge component with the risk component. Malkiel [2003] 

supports former evidence by Scruggs [1998] showing a significantly positive risk price after 

controlling for a hedging component. Furthermore, Guo [2001] shows that conditional stock market 

returns involve a liquidity premium next to the risk premium in standard models. Recent findings 

based on larger datasets Lundblad [2004] and Chen, Guo, and Zhang [2006] favour the existence of a 

strongly positive correlated risk-return premium. Guo and Savickas [2006] also confirm such findings 

and provides proof that idiosyncratic risk by measure of a stock’s volatility is negatively correlated to 
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future stock market returns. Guo et al. [2006] argue idiosyncratic volatility to be of similar predictive 

power to forecast future stock returns as the consumption–wealth ratio as first proposed by Lettau et 

al. [2001]. For further literature on forecasting excess return, see Fama and French [1989] on the 

default premium and the term spread, and Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay [1997] on dividend yields. 

The general assumption in Finance that additional risk is awarded potentially increased returns holds 

when equity is concerned. See figure A2 in Appendix A for this risk-return trade-off. A multitude of 

additional factors potentially affect the risk premium of any asset depending on the risks that any 

specific asset class may bear. Portfolio construction, the choice of asset mix and means of 

diversification, can help alter or reduce risk characteristics on a specific set of investments. 

“What I actually think is that our prey, called the equity risk premium, is extremely elusive.”  
 

- Stephen A. Ross – 

Optimal portfolio construction: the asset mix  

 Based on the early works of Tobin [1958], the contemporary investment decision can be 

separated into a three-staged process [Investments, 2008], deciding on: [I] the capital allocation 

between the risk-free asset(s) and the risky portfolio which consist of risky investments such as bonds 

and stocks, [II] the asset mix or asset allocation between asset classes, and [III] the security selection 

of individual assets within the preferred asset classes. Risk may vary between assets; when compared 

to money market positions, short-term bonds, and long-term bonds are consecutively more risky bond 

investments. Bonds which have received a lower rating by an official rating agency [such as Moody’s, 

Standard and Poor’s, or Fitch], such as small cap bonds, are considered to be more risky investments 

than higher rated bonds, such as large cap bonds or state treasury bonds. Market risk in equity 

investments increases over the range of growth stock, small stock, and foreign stock consecutively. 

Market risk also increases over asset classes starting off at cash, bonds, and equities, ascending in a 

broader range of simpler to more complex financial derivatives such as options, warrants, and futures. 

See ‘Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation 2002 Yearbook’ by Ibbotson Associates’ published by 

Ibbotson Associates [2002] for additional work on the relation of historical annual returns and 

volatility of the various asset classes for the period 1926-1999. The choice of asset, or assets to invest 

in, thus largely determines the level of taken risk, and the reward in terms of a risk premium for such 

risk, on an investment. See figure A2. Risk-Return Trade-off in Appendix for a graphical 

representation. Complementary to choice of asset mix composition another factor influencing portfolio 

risk/return a characteristic that needs to be addressed when constructing a portfolio is the choice of 

how to diversify this portfolio.    

Optimal portfolio construction: diversification  

 Portfolio risk comprises not diversifiable or ‘systematic’ risk [β] and diversifiable or 

unsystematic risk [α], the latter ditto coined idiosyncratic risk. Under strict CAPM assumptions 

rational investors will not take on any [unrewarded] diversifiable risk, and will instead try and 

minimize diversifiable risk in their portfolios. Hence rational investors try and attain a ‘Markowitz 
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Efficient Portfolio’, a portfolio where no further diversification can lower the portfolio’s total risk for 

that portfolio’s given return expectation. Depending on the desired level of return, rational investors 

try and attain a portfolio on the ‘Markowitz Efficient Frontier’, comprising all Markowitz Efficient 

Portfolios for every level of portfolio risk. In essence diversification may lower total portfolio risk by 

lowering portfolio volatility. Womack and Zhang [2003] argue that a portfolio is to be considered 

well-diversified when construction out of at least 30 assets. An assets risk-return characteristic may 

impact portfolios differently; the same investment may have different effects on the total level of 

portfolio risk. In short under diversification may impact both portfolio risk and portfolio returns. Retail 

investors are mostly known to be under diversified as is discussed in the following section.  

 

 “Wide diversification is only required when investors do not understand what they are doing. “ 

- Warren Buffet - 

Actual portfolio construction  

 Refuting Standard Finance Theory consensus on holding well-diversified portfolios, many 

retail investors tend to concentrate their portfolios in a small number of stocks ranging between two 

and three stocks [Blume and Friend [1975] and Polkovnichenko [2005]]. Huberman and DeMiguel 

[2006] studied a dataset of over half a million investor 401[k] accounts finding that participants have a 

tendency to allocate their investments evenly across their selected funds, dubbed naïve diversification, 

although this tendency weakens with the number of funds used. Huberman et al. [2006] found a 

median of three to four funds, and established that the number of selected funds is relatively 

insensitive to the offered amount of funds. Much research has investigated such effects in the field of 

Household Finance, as first coined by Campbell [2006]. Kumar [2006], Calvet, Campbell, and Sodini 

[2006], and Campbell [2006] finds a substantial return spread between stocks held by less diversified 

and stocks held by more diversified investors, and argues that this spread is driven by sentiment-

induced mispricing, asymmetric information, and narrow risk framing, among which the sentiment 

effect is the strongest. Campbell [2006] and Calvet, Campbell, and Sodini [2006] investigate the 

efficiency of Swedish households’ investment decisions and find that a few households are very poorly 

diversified, but they argue that the costs of diversification mistakes are quite modest. Mitton and 

Vorkink [2007] analyse the database of Barber and Odean [2000] of 66.000 investors and show that 

under diversified investors’ portfolio returns are significantly positively skewed when compared to 

those of diversified investors. Moreover stocks selected by under diversified investors are on average 

skewed substantially more than stocks selected by diversified investors. This specific skewness is most 

often idiosyncratic in nature. Mitton et al. [2007] do find evidence that under diversified investors tend 

to hold a larger proportion of their portfolio in options. Goetzmann and Kumar [2008] further point out 

that seemingly diversified portfolios may not be truly diversified due to highly correlating stocks. 

Opposing Standard Finance Theory stating choice of asset mix, diversification, and the trading costs 

involved to manage a desired portfolio, investors exhibit irrational trading choices that inflict portfolio 

underperformance. 
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Individual differences in the desired level of risk uptake enable to discriminate between levels 

of risk seeking of investors. A risk-averse investor will reject an investment portfolio that is a fair 

game or worse, a fair game being a risky investment with equal potential compensation for this 

additional. A risk-neutral investor on the other hand does not discriminate between expected rates of 

returns on investments and the additional level of risk that encompasses them, and merely bases his 

investment decisions on absolute expected rates of returns. A risk-lover on the other hand is willing to 

engage in fair games and gambles, taking on additional levels of risk without being compensated for 

this risk with additional potential returns. A graphical representation of these three investor types with 

differing levels of risk tolerance is displayed in figure A3. Investor Types Risk Seeking see Appendix. 

 

A distinct difference is to be made between an investor’s willingness to take risk and his 

ability to take risk. Are an investor’s willingness and his ability to take investment risk adequately 

estimated by hand of current risk profile practice? This paper examines investors’ willingness to take 

on investment risk by using risk profile scores by analyzing individual investors’ portfolio returns of 

multifarious risk tolerance characteristics as a proxy for individual investor’s desired level of risk 

tolerance. Under CAPM, within a mean-variance framework, all levels of investor risk tolerances 

should on average show the same reward to risk; risk here determined as portfolio return variability. 

See figure 4 Expected Risk Profile Risk-Reward Ratio Curve in Appendix A. To my knowledge this 

risk-return trade-off amongst individual investors has not been previously analysed. This research 

provides insight in the dependency of individual investors between their willingness and their ability 

for investment risk uptake. Thus the primary research question of this paper is: 

 

“Does an individual investor risk premium puzzle exist under heterogeneous risk tolerances?”  

 

Individual investor performance 

 Portfolio theory and various behavioural biases partially explain the performance of individual 

investors, yet research outcomes remain questionable on various subjects related to individual investor 

performance, such as whether or not individual investors actually beat the market, whether or not 

individual investors posses’ ability to pick stocks, and whether or not individual investors are actually 

able to learn trading. Until recently virtually no research existed for this large group of investors 

simply by lack of any available data. The first scientific work in this area was performed by 

Schlarbaum, Lewellen, and Lease [1978a, 1978b] who analysed a sample of 2,500 accounts at a retail 

brokerage firm based on the gross and net monthly portfolio returns and of round-trip trade 

performance during a seven-year period up to December 1970. Schlarbaum er al. [1978a, 1978b] 

concluded that retail investors in fact have security selection abilities, although most of the gains 

[gross returns] were eliminated by expensive transaction costs. Odean [1999] investigates trading 

behaviour investigating equity returns of 10.000 U.S. brokerage accounts stretching a six year period 

and stated that investors, especially at discount brokers, trade too much. Odean does state that this 
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does not mean that individual investors necessarily lose money. Barber et al. [2002a] furthermore 

show that investors are not rational and in fact trade too much due to overconfidence; effectively 

rejecting Grossman and Stiglitz [1980a, 1980b] framework based on rational investors who 

supposedly traded only when the marginal benefit of a transaction would exceed the marginal cost of 

trading.  

Additional research by Barber et al. [2000] on a large database of 78.000 U.S. household 

equity investments stretching a five year period and find that investors perform poorly in aggregate. 

Included in the analysis of Barber et al. [2000] are common stock investments, excluded are all mutual 

funds [both open-end and closed-end], American Depository receipts [ADR’s], warrants and options. 

Over 66.000 of these accounts have positions in common stock for at least one month and are included 

in the analysis. Both the gross performance and net performance are analysed. The net performance is 

calculated after a ‘reasonable accounting for commissions, the bid-ask spread, and the market impact 

of trades’, this meaning that no actual transaction data was used. The costs of purchases and sales 

include the commissions and bid-ask spread components, which are estimated individually for each 

trade, instead of using any actual portfolio return data. Also Barber et al. [2000] fully ignore intra-

month trading, taking into account only those trades that yield a position at the end of a calendar 

month. In other words, all gross and net portfolio returns are in fact estimates. Barber et al. [2000] 

calculate four measures of risk-adjustment performance:  

1)  An own benchmark abnormal return index based on each portfolios’ returns based against their 

start of period portfolio under the condition that no alterations has been have been since start, 

2)  The mean monthly market-adjusted abnormal return for individual investors by subtracting the 

return of a value-weighted index of NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stocks from the portfolio returns.  

3) A CAPM model which determines Jensen’s alpha by regressing monthly excess returns on the 

same market index as discussed previously. 

4) By use of an intercept test against Fama and French’s [1993] three factor model which is 

composed of calculated returns on value-weighted portfolios of small caps, large caps, and 

high book-to-market versus low book-to-market stocks.  

 Clearly all risk-adjustment performances are sadly biased; the own benchmark abnormal return 

index uses an individual that favours stock investments that are highly correlated to the initial portfolio 

investments at start of the data. Both the mean monthly market-adjusted abnormal return and Jensen’s 

alpha are adjusted to a value-weighted index of NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq stocks. Clearly in the case of 

individual investors which tend to hold highly undiversified, high small cap tilted stock portfolios [see 

[Barber et al. 1998a], Calvet et al. [2006], Campbell [2006], Huberman et al [2006], Kumar [2006], 

Mitton et al. [2007], and Goetzmann et al. [2008]] taking a value-weighted index, which consists of 

large-cap for the larger part, or any such combination of indexes as a benchmark will not show to be 
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highly correlation with highly undiversified, high small cap tilted stock portfolios. This form of 

benchmarking thus does not accurately or adequately factors out systemic risk out of such portfolios in 

the way it is intended. The intercept test with the Fama and French [1993] model also fails this test.  

 Barber et al. [2000] do touch lightly on the Sharpe ratio as a perhaps more appropriate measure 

for risk; the Sharpe ratio here defined as the mean excess return divided by its standard deviation. Yet 

Barber et al. [2000] are unable to report the Sharpe for most of their data partitions as the total 

portfolios, and more importantly their volatilities, are frankly unobservable as assets may located at 

other discount brokers and due to the fact that mutual funds are excluded from their research. It is their 

argument that these unobserved assets reduce the average observed volatility in their research, thus 

underestimating total portfolio Sharpe ratios of investors with significant unobserved assets. 

 More recent research by Barber, Lee, Liu, and Odean [2009] has shown more profound insight 

in trading behaviour of different investment groups using Taiwan Stock Exchange data ranging from 

1995 to 1999. Besides trades made by the general population of individual investors, trades from four 

groups of professional investors have been analysed by Barber et al [2009]: corporations, dealers, 

foreigners, and mutual funds. All profited from trading except the group of individual investors, the 

latter incurring a loss of on average 3.8% percentage point on their portfolio. Results may vary though 

when considering full portfolio returns instead of mere equity returns, considering geographically and 

culturally different investors [US research for investor performance has practically all been based on 

the same sample set by Barber et al. [2000], and except for the works of Grinblatt et al. [2000, 2001] 

which does not accurately assesses actual [risk-adjusted] investor performance no extensive research 

has been conducted to investigate European investors performance at all. Results are also inconclusive 

on whether or not investors posses stock picking ability and whether or not they are able to learn. 

Stock picking and learning ability  

 Mann and Locke [2001] analyse a group of professional traders and show that the most 

successful traders are more likely to take risk when winning than the less successful traders, and show 

a significant discrepancy between this risk taking and the level of trading experience. More 

experienced traders do not take higher risks after a period of abnormally good profits when compared 

to less experienced traders. As professional traders learn by trading, so should individual investors. 

Indeed Coval, Hirschleifer and Shumway [2005] show in contrasts of Odean that certain groups of 

investors do not trade excessively and outperform others. Vissing-Jörgensen [2003] show that investor 

irrationality is eradicated rapidly as the level of one individual’s wealth increases, taking wealth as a 

proxy for trading experience. As previously discussed, experience is a second important influential 

factor rationalizing trading behaviour [Gervais et al. [2001] and Mann et al. [2001]]. Retail investors 

might have, or may possibly be capable to learn, stock picking abilities. Coval et al. [2005] even show 

that some groups of retail investors persistently outperform other groups of persistently 

underperforming investors. Certain investors possess better stock picking abilities, and learn from 

trading. Are investors are indeed capable of learning from trading experiences? 
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Nicolosi, Peng, and Zhu [2008] discuss learning capabilities and discriminate between rational 

learning behaviour and irrational performance-feedback. As opposed to irrational performance-

feedback [the unjustified performance-based misinterpretation of one’s own inferred trading ability 

that could possibly lead to overconfidence and excessive trading] one’s rational learning capability 

should capture the relationship between trading activity and pure ability that can be deemed non-

random statistically. Nicolosi et al [2008] show that investor trading experience [distinguishing 

between trading frequency, level of diversification, and variance in trading volume] significantly show 

out performance. In fact individual investors were able to improve their risk-adjusted portfolio return 

by circa two percent per annum over a time span of three years.   

 Seru et al. [2009] investigate investor-learning behaviour and find that there are two ways of 

learning. Some investors show improvement at trading as they progressively take on more trading 

experience, whilst other investors on the other hand apparently realize that their trading abilities are 

poor and stop trading. In their sample, over 25 percent of new investors failed to trade ever again, and 

of investors that traded for up to one or two years 5 percent dropped out. As their data ranged up to 

2003 the largest part of dropouts were in 2000 and 2002 as dropout levels nearly doubled during and 

after the Tech Bubble. Seru et al. [2009] argue that the remaining investors do learn, yet more slowly 

than may be apparent as formerly predicted by Nicolosi et al. [2008] due to investor attrition. Investors 

thus are capable of learning; hence, investors should be provided the opportunity to learn and grow. In 

this sense, Seru et al [2009] even argue that new investors show rational behaviour by executing their 

first and consecutive trades whilst realizing the heightened possibility to lose due to inexperience, as 

they just might well realize that they might incur a cost for learning how to trade.  

 

Risk aversion revisited  

 Experience in trading, discussed previously by number of trades, years of trading experience, 

portfolio size, etc, reduces certain behavioural biases. Interestingly research that examined trading 

experience did show whether investors still became either more or less risk seeking depending on 

factors such as a series of lucky bets, availability of market information and information on one’s own 

portfolio returns,  other investors’ rendered decisions and analyst information. Changes in risk 

perception and risk tolerance have been observed. This widely documented behaviour raises the 

fundamental question to what degree choices in risk appetite are learned or are innate to man. 

Building on the groundbreaking research of the famous Dutch psychologist, primatologist and 

ethologist De Waal [see for instance De Waal [2005]], Chen, Lakshminarayanan and Santos [2006] 

show that human behavioural phenomena like reference dependency and loss aversion are existent in 

Platyrrhini, the first subgroup of Primates consisting of New World monkeys to which the capuchin 

monkey belongs. Under the setting of more complex choices capuchin monkey choices are remarkably 

similar to those of modern humans. As capuchins show little or no social learning, this might indicate 

that behavioural biases such as loss-aversion are not derived from learning experiences but are innate 

to modern man as well. On the basis of the existence of such similar behavioural phenomena in 
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Catarrhini, the second subgroup consisting of humans, great, apes, and gibbons, one might conclude 

that such similarities in behavioural traits might stem from evolutionary inherited traits dating back to 

our common ancestral background as Primates.  Matsushita, Baldo, Martin and Da Silva [2007] argue 

that differences in risky choices are dependent on biological characteristics primarily because of 

evolutionary ‘preset’ brain and hormone functions.  

 

As behavioural traits may vary over age and between sexes, risk taking attitudes may also 

fundamentally differ from person to person. The effect of such a difference in innate risk attitude has 

not been clearly examined yet. In light of the obliged risk profile characterizations with financial 

institutions it is considered useful to analyze the effects of possibly differing innate risk attitudes on 

investment outcomes of individual investors. This research’ primary research question addresses 

individual investor investment portfolio dynamics under different risk regimes [risk tolerances] by 

analyzing portfolio returns of various risk profile characterizations. Secondary this research tests 

whether stated research outcomes that individual investor’s trade to their detriment and effectively lose 

money by trading by Barber et al. [2000] and Barber et al. [2009] are in fact true. Thus the secondary 

research question of this paper is: 

 

‘Do individual investors possess equal investment abilities under heterogeneous risk tolerances?’ 

 

“Most of the time common stocks are subject to irrational and excessive price fluctuations in both directions as the 

consequence of the ingrained tendency of most people to speculate or gamble... 

to give way to hope, fear and greed.” 

 

- Benjamin Graham - 

  

Academic contribution  

 Given the unique features of the used dataset and used test methods this paper contributes to 

existing academic literature on individual investor trading and behavioural finance in several ways:  

1) This research analyses equity only investment portfolio returns by taking into account the full 

range of [both domestic and international] equity investment returns of individual investors, 

instead of analysing portfolio equity assets whilst simply stripping other asset classes thus 

partially ignoring portfolio returns. Mitton et al. [2007] showed that under diversified 

investors tend to hold a larger proportion of their portfolio in options, and considering that 

former studies that assumed measures for diversification might not be accurate as Goetzmann 

et al. [2008] showed. Research to date focuses on equity investments only Mitton et al. [2007, 

Goetzmann et al. [2008], Barber et al. [2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2002], Barber et al. [2006], 

Barber et al. [2008], and Barber et al. [2009] in academic studies to date. Trading returns of 

sophisticated investment strategy are simply ignored when stripping out equity returns.   
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2) Furthermore all investment trading decisions of selected investors are taken into account based 

on real aggregated monthly portfolio returns per individual investor portfolio as opposed to 

research based on equity round trips only Schlarbaum et al. [1978a, 1978b] or based on 

calculated monthly portfolio returns that ignore all intra-month trading performance by 

Barber et al. [2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2002], Barber et al. [2006], Barber et al. [2009].  

3) Existing literature on investor performance by Barber et al. [2000], Barber et al. [2009] is 

opposed and criticised as in this research estimated portfolio returns are unjustly corrected 

against arbitrary baskets of market indices. A more profound and theoretically just comparison 

of risk adjusted returns based on portfolio volatilities and actual market betas by use of Sharpe 

ratios, Information ratios and Treynor ratios is proposed; enabling a more accurate risk 

adjusted return comparison of individual investor trading performance. Moreover this research 

adds to former research by Gervais et al. [2001], Mann et al. [2001], Coval, et al. [2005], 

Nicolosi, et al. [2008], Seru et al. [2009] performed on investors’ investment abilities by 

analysing whether or not individual investors are able to track their benchmark, and whether or 

not individual investors are actually able to beat their benchmark. 

   

4) This research’ primary goal is to test whether or a risk-return trade-off as in CAPM exists 

amongst individual investors in a mean-variance framework under heterogeneous risk 

tolerances. Risk-adjusted portfolio returns are analysed between seven heterogenic individual 

investor risk tolerance classes. Distinguishing seven mounting risk tolerance classes enables 

for analysis of the relation of increasing risk tolerance and returns. Under CAPM assumptions 

the risk-return trade-off should award additional risk uptake with additional potential reward; 

else such risks is not desired by risk-averse investors: all investor risk tolerance groups Sharpe 

ratios should be equal. Based on the variably risk seeking nature of men this research expects a 

decrease in marginal risk-adjusted returns for higher investor risk tolerance levels, effectively 

disproving CAPM.  

Having discussed the theoretical foundation and research goals of this research throughout 

Section I, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II additionally addresses the 

fundamental dynamics of Behavioural Finance and provides a detailed overview on the extensive list 

of academic literature on financial behavioural biases that exist in the world of [individual] investing. 

Section III discusses the dataset, reflecting on the data acquisition, sample selection, sample 

description and sample statistics. Section IV discussed the methodology used to generate the empirical 

results. Section V provides the results of the performed statistical tests. Section VI elevates on the 

discussion on the results of Section V and finally Section VII concludes.  

 

"I love the market, it is my work, my play and my life." 

- Rene Rivkin - 
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II. Literature 
 

A.  Expected Utility Theory 

 It took economics several centuries until the works of Von Neumann and Morgenstern [1947] 

followed the early works of Bernoulli [1954] dating back to 1738 by contributing to expected utility 

theory [EUT] stating that in decision theory is based on outcomes being a mere by product of chance 

and thus equally weighted. EUT was deemed unrealistic by Kahneman and Tversky [1979] who first 

introduced Prospect Theory to weight positive and negative outcomes differently depending on utility. 

Many academic endeavours have since tried to improve this framework like the weighted-utility 

theory by Chew and MacGrimmon [1979], Chew [1983].  Shefrin, Hersh and Meir Statman [1985] 

combined the works of Thaler [1985] on mental accounting and argued that investors hold a mental 

account for every stock they trade. Going beyond a standard expected utility function based on 

absolute wealth, Sherfin et al. [1985] define gains and losses based on a reference point [obviously, 

this will generally be the purchasing price]. The value function within this mental account is convex in 

the loss region, and concave in the gains region; this creates an ‘S’ shaped valuation function instead 

of a simply linear function. Chew and Waller [1986] continue leading to implicit expected utility 

theory by Chew [1989] and Dekel [1986], disappointment aversion by Gul [1991], regret theory by 

Bell [1985] and Loomes and Sugden [1982], several utility theories which provided rank-dependency 

by Quiggin [1982], Segal [1989], and Yaari [1987]. Finally Tversky and Kahneman [1992] corrected 

their initial work into Cumulative Prospect Theory [CPT]. In support of CPT Behavioural Decision 

Theory [BDT] asserts individuals to feel and thus act differently based on intuition instead of acting 

purely rational. Kahneman and Riepe [1998] opt that differing beliefs and preferences in assessing 

investment outcomes give rise to different risk taking behaviour, thus explaining irrationality in 

decision-making. 

 

Cumulative Prospect Theory 

Investors are in fact prone to irrational decision making and are no pure risk-averse expected 

utility maximizers. Various heuristics-driven biases exist and framing decisions which drive investor 

not to maximize their expected utility, causing financial markets to deviate from fundamental values. 

Hoffmann, Von Eije and Jager [2008] contribute to this discussion from a philosophical stance by 

arguing that investors as human beings may invest and render decisions to invest to fulfil needs not 

primary to their existence as Maslow’s higher needs, such as social and intellectual need, dictates. 

Also Hoffmann et al. take into account possible trade-offs that may exist between various needs as 

first postulated by Max-Neef in addition to Maslow’s [1943] hierarchy of needs.  
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The earlier discussed value function under mental accounting does offer a plausible 

explanation for more risk-averse behaviour of stock investors under winning conditions and their 

relatively quick profit taking versus the reluctance to sell loosing stocks. Lim [2006] shows that 

investors have preferences how to frame gains and losses; they integrate losses into bundled sales 

segregate winners over days. This provides arguments for the hedonic editing hypothesis type 

behaviour [Thaler, 1985].  

 

 In this light, Roland and Xiang [2004] opt that investors tend to take more risk when they can 

lose more than they can gain, that investors make dependant investment choices between assets, 

evaluate investment options one at a time and not as a part of an aggregate portfolio, and keep a mental 

account for each investment option. Barberis and Xiong [2008] reckon that investors engage in 

“mental accounting” so that they derive prospect theory utility at the level of individual stocks; under 

this assumption, each individual stock’s trading strategy is independent, dubbed narrow framing. Liu, 

and Wang [2006] note that narrow framing is negatively correlated to traders’ professionalism, traders’ 

sophistication and trading experience. Ackert, Charupat, Church, and Deaves [2006] and Liu, Tsai, 

Wang, and Zhu [2006] analyse retail investors’ increased risk-seeking after periods of gains, and their 

increased willingness to take on more risk in the face of offsetting incurred losses, the so-called break-

even effect. Investors also act increasingly risky after a series of gains. This effect was first dubbed the 

house-money effect by Thaler and Johnson [1990], showing that individuals do not necessarily 

maximize their utility. Such reversals of individuals risk aversion/risk seeking is also coined the 

reflection effect. In effect, not an individual’s objective value on an investment should be considered 

as a reference point, but his subjective value [utility] instead.   

 

Recalling the previously discussed equity premium puzzle [the hunt for the equity premium], 

Benartzi and Thaler [1995] explain its existence by hand of an experiment, which combines theory on 

the behavioural bias of loss aversion with mental accounting. Prast [2004] combines mental 

accounting and loss aversion within a setting of multi-dimensional setting of risk attitude to explain 

framing effects. Prast [2004] cites the well-known illustration by Belsky and Gilovich [1999] who 

demonstrate that when depicting a two way decision scheme with equal pay-offs in a different manner; 

people will take different actions despite there being no actual difference in outcome. Thus depending 

on the way in which investment decisions are viewed, or framed, investors will evaluate choices 

differently and act differently upon these changed perceptions.  

 

“Do I contradict myself? Very well then. I contradict myself. I am large. I contain multitudes”  

 

- Whitman [1855] 1964 – 
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Heuristic-driven behavioural biases 

 Various scientific attempts have been made to accurately categorise and explain effects and 

anomalies such as the previously discussed mental accounting, narrow framing, the breakeven effect, 

the house money effect [the reflection effect] and framing effects. Sefrin [2002] distinguishes between 

three important themes that span the field of Behavioural Finance, heuristic-driven biases, frame 

dependence, and inefficient markets. Heuristic-driven biases and frame dependence together address 

individual decision making of investors, whilst the latter them induces implications for financial 

markets. According to Sefrin [2002] heuristic-driven biases include: representativeness bias, Gambler's 

fallacy (the law of small numbers), overconfidence (overly narrow confidence intervals), anchoring 

and adjustment, conservatism, ambiguity aversion, and emotion and cognition. Sefrin [2002] 

distinguishes the following frame-dependencies: loss aversion, mental accounting [frame dependence], 

hedonic editing, cognitive and emotional aspects, self control, regret, and money illusion. By applying 

these concepts Prast [2004] postulates that six finance puzzles, under and overreaction, excessive 

trading and the gender puzzle, hypes and panic, the equity premium puzzle, the winner/loser puzzle 

and the dividend puzzle can be explained.  

 

Some heuristic-driven behavioural biases in trading behaviour of retail investors seem to 

become either more or less evident depending on the characteristics of an investor. Goetzmann et al. 

[2008], Kumar and Lim [2007] and Korniotis and Kumar [2008] state that investors’ stock preferences 

and investors’ diversification choices are jointly influenced by investor’s personal characteristics, 

discriminating against investor education, income, minority racial/ethnic groups, age, and experience. 

Although personal characteristics explain investors’ diversification choices and resulting portfolio 

performance in part, they do not fully explain basic heuristic-driven behavioural biases that humans 

exhibit to be prone of. Lovric, Kaymak and Spronk [2008] provide a solid summary of the extensive 

list of existent concepts and applied psychological models in the various literatures on behavioural 

finance.   

Several heuristics and behavioural biases have been most widely scientifically documented 

with extensive empirical research and thus need consideration when evaluating individual investor 

portfolio performance. These are in no particular order: overconfidence, the disposition effect, under 

reactions, overreactions and herding, the familiarity effect, and portfolio tilting.  

 

B.  Behavioural Finance Theory 

 

Overconfidence 

Odean [1998a, 1998b, 1999] concluded that investors can be overconfident and that 

overconfidence induces trading. Portfolios of irrational investors who trade too much carry more risk 

than those of rational investors with the same degree of risk aversion. Barber et al. [2000] and Barber 

and Odean [2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2002] analyzed a sample of 66,000 households, providing evidence 
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on the existence of a behavioural bias of overconfidence. Discount broker clients, whom switched 

from phone-based trading to online trading, traded more frequent, incurred higher trading costs, and 

incurred lowered portfolio performance. Such This tendency for investor overconfidence is augmented 

by self-attribution, and according to Barber et al. [2002], the illusions of knowledge and control. 

Gervais and Odean [2001a] showed in a sample of trading activity by professional traders, that 

successful and inexperienced traders proved to be the most overconfident. The combination of 

inexperience and several gains triggered overconfidence in this relatively inexperienced group of 

traders, effectively loosing wealth by trading. More experienced traders though proved less prone to 

overconfidence, as a result of their experience with trading. Fenton-O’Creevy, Nicholson, Soane, and 

Willman [2003] argued that enhanced illusion of control is inversely related to trader performance. 

Peress [2004] also investigates the role of information between rational and irrational investors and 

finds that with information rational investors improves the allocation of wealth meaning in terms of 

portfolio Sharpe ratios. Well-informed investors bared more risky portfolios yet also produced higher 

risk-adjusted returns. Irrational investors prone to overconfidence by collecting more information 

should in this light not increase their portfolio allocation accordingly and shown lowered portfolio 

Sharpe ratios. Guiso and Jappelli [2007] analyze a survey of Italian bank customers and find 

investment information to be negatively correlated with portfolio Sharpe ratios. This correlation is 

increasingly negative for man compared to women and to investors who stated a priori to be 

knowledgeable of investment principles. Guiso et al. [2007] find that investment information is related 

increased trading activity, less delegation of portfolio decisions and investor portfolios being less 

diversified.   

 Thaler, Tversky, Kahneman, and Schwartz [1997], interestingly demonstrate cases of myopic 

loss aversion. Myopic loss aversion entails the combined enhanced sensitivity to losses than sensitivity 

to gains and a tendency towards frequently evaluating outcomes. Thaler et al. [1997] find that 

investors with myopic loss aversion that evaluate their investments less frequently are willing to take 

on more risk. Moreover investors are willing to take on more risk if expected payoffs are increased 

enough to compensate losses. This implies that the investor with the most information [most frequent 

feedback] took fewer risks than less informed investors take, and resultantly got the least gains. Thaler 

et al. [1997] can be correct in a short-term situational setting with various degrees of information 

asymmetries between traders. On the long term, however these findings do not refute evidence on 

traders’ learning capabilities in the end. Still this data is purely experimental, and remains to be tested 

on actual market data.  

 

 Barber et al. [2001] examined annual turnover rates based on investor characteristics and 

showed that men had higher portfolio turnover than women and effectively underperformed to women. 

Single women showed lowered turnover than woman who where not single, showing a decrease in 

single women’s desire to take risks. Single men on the other hand showed to have higher portfolio 

turnover and lowered portfolio performance compared other men, showing an increased desire to take 
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risks. To add to investor characteristics that partially explain differences in overconfidence and 

investment outcomes, Chen, Kim, Nofsinger, and Rui [2007] show that the Chinese are more prone to 

overconfidence, holding fewer stocks yet trading more frequent, than United States invertors. The 

degree to which one can be overconfident thus depends on gender, relationship status and nationality. 

Ji, Zhang and Guo [2008] support these findings by analyzing a dataset of Chinese and Canadian stock 

market decisions. Based on market trend analysis, Ji et al. [2008] conclude that Canadians are less 

willing to buy and more eager to sell falling stock than Chinese investors. After periods of sustained 

rising of stocks the opposite is true. Canadian investors focus on recent prises as the best future price 

indicator, whilst the Chinese base selling decisions on considering both short-term and longer-term 

stock prices and trend patterns and made reversal predictions accordingly. Next to overconfidence, 

Barber et al. [1998a] argue there to be disposition effects that affect retail investor returns negatively. 

 

The disposition effect 

 This effect entails investors’ tendency to hold on longer to underperforming stocks, whilst 

selling winners more swiftly, first coined the disposition effect by Shefrin and Statman [1985]. 

Brown, Chappel, Da Silva Rosa, and Walter [2007] support Odean’s [1998] findings that the 

disposition effect exists and can not be explained as a mere side-effect of diversification motives, or 

motives to avoid heightened relative transaction costs compared to stocks which are priced lower.  

 

 Dhar and Zhu [2002] argue that the disposition effect is largely dependent of investor 

characteristics. Indeed Dhar et al. [2002] are able to explain part of the variation in the individual 

disposition effect with trading experience and investor’s sophistication about financial markets. 

Moreover, the disposition effect decreases with wealthier individuals and with retail investors in 

professional occupations. Cerqueira Leal, Rocha Armada, and Duque [2008] also provide evidence 

from Portuguese stock market data that more sophisticated investors, which executed more 

transactions with higher transaction and managed relatively large portfolios, are less prone to 

disposition effects. Moreover, disposition effects are shown to be stronger in bull than bear markets. 

 

Ranguelova [2001] of the Equity Derivatives Research with Goldman Sachs Group Inc. shows 

that the disposition effect is primarily present in large cap stocks. Moreover, she shows there to be a 

reverse effect when examining the bottom 40 percent of the market capitalization distribution. Posing 

against prospect theory assumptions existing literature provides strong evidence that individual beliefs, 

and not mere individual preferences, are generating possible disposition effects. Strobl [2006] also 

links the disposition effect to price momentum, yet argues that dynamic information asymmetries 

between investors could explain aggressiveness and decrease in this aggressiveness of stock trading in 

winning stocks by [supposedly] well-informed investors. Strobl [2006] also finds firm-dependent 

effect, as do Sagi and Seasholes [2007].   
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Despite a vast amount of existing research that show disposition effects for both professional 

and individual investors, Da Silva Rosa, Minh To, and Walter [2005] show that in the case of United 

Kingdom’s managed funds, with professional investors there are no disposition effects. Besides the 

works on US investors by Odean [1998], Locke and Mann [2005], and Dhar et al. [2002], several 

studies show this bias to existent throughout different investor nationalities, see the works of Grinblatt 

and Keloharju [2000], Shapira and Venezia [2000], and Brown et al. [2002]. Shu Yeh, Chiu and Chen 

[2005] for instance shows that Taiwanese investors are far more reluctant to realize their losses than 

United States investors are. Seru, Shumway, and Stoffman [2009] provide solid evidence over an 

extensive data period spanning nine years of over 22 million trades of over 1 million Finnish 

households for disposition effects, which diminish with investor trading experience increases. 

 

Underreactions, overreactions and herding 

 DeBondt et al. [1985] first documented stock market overreactions, stating that investors are 

prone to alternating waves of optimism and pessimism that affect prices to deviate from their 

fundamental value. These mood swings in optimism and pessimism create upper and lower trading 

ranges within which equity markets have show mean reversion patterns. Fama and French [1988] 

explain 25 to 40 percent of variation in long term investments based on a negative correlated relation 

with their past returns. Cutler, Poterba and Summers [1990] also provide evidence for longer term 

mean reversion in stock market returns.  

DeBondt et al. argue that people have a tendency to overreact to unexpected and dramatic 

news events, and are prone to overconfidence as argued by Kahneman and Tversky’s [1982] 

behavioural decision theory. People tend to copy behaviour of other investors. This behaviour is 

coined herding. Shleifer and Summers [1990] argue that individual investors may herd when they all 

follow the same signal such as broker signals.  Lakonishok, Shleirfer and Vishny [1994] further 

distinguish herding behaviour due to positive feedback trading, and Shefrin and Statman [1995] 

distinguish between negative-feedback trading. Nofsinger and Sias [1999] show when institutional 

investors receive better information on undervalued stocks, they are more likely to herd. Herding 

behaviour has been documented for individual and institutional investors and market analysts alike, 

also see Bikhchandani & Sharma [2000], De Bondt & Forbes [1999], Sharma and Easterwood [2006]. 

 

Hudson and Atanasova [2008] show that such effects of under- and overreactions exist in US, 

UK, and Japanese markets. Hudson et al [2008] find evidence that supports more recently developed 

asset pricing models that account for irrational economic agents that display behavioural biases and 

concurrently show type dependant under and overreactions. This endorses findings of Kaestner (2006) 

researching a 1983-1999 data period showing that investors exhibit under react to earnings 

announcements on the short term and overreact to previous information and past performance on the 

long-term. Highly unexpected earnings produce long-term overreactions. Hudson et al. [2008] add that 

markets have a tendency to reverse after large price changes, whilst a momentum type effect is 
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observed after a series of small price changes occurs. An overview of the vast literature on long term 

momentum effects can be found in the following academic reading ‘Advances in Behavioural Finance, 

Volume II’ by Thaler [2005]. Studying a substantially large dataset of all Finish investors over a two 

year data period Grinblatt et all [2000, 2001] show that foreign investors are momentum investors, 

whilst retail investors are contrarian and effectively trade against this momentum.  

 

 Harrison, Lim, and Stein [2000] argue that momentum effects are dependant of firm size and 

the level of analyst coverage. Momentum effects due to under reactions are existent primarily in small 

caps firms that are not being tracked by analysts. This indicates that negative information diffuses 

relatively slowly throughout the investor community when such firms are concerned. In broader the 

explanatory scope, Du [2002] argues that overreactions exist due to the heterogeneity of confidence 

levels of the investor population and different interpretations of earning shocks. Du [2002] furthermore 

argues that under relatively high average levels of investor confidence levels, for instance in the event 

of rapidly changing order flow and trading volume, asset prices might overshoot fundamentally 

asserted values producing overreactions. Repeated earning shocks in repeated trading episodes made 

investors grow more confident.  

 

 Next to discussed behavioural biases that affect investor portfolio performance negatively, 

these being overconfidence, the disposition effect, and effects of under reactions, overreactions and 

herding, there are also behavioural biases that potentially affect investor portfolio performance 

positively. These behavioural biases include the familiarity effect, and portfolio tilting. 

 

The familiarity effect and portfolio tilting  

 Another well-documented behavioural bias in investing is the familiarity effect. Familiarity is 

caused by privileging domestic stock over international stock [French and Poterba, 1991], living in the 

servicing area of a company [Huberman, 2001], and Ivković and Weisbenner [2005] show that retail 

investor portfolios exhibit significant local bias. Furthermore [Benartzi [2001] and Brown, Liang and 

Weisbenner [2006] provide evidence in support of participants of 401[k]-plan investing over invest 

significantly in own-company stock. Ivković et al.[2005] more specifically demonstrate that US retail 

investors hold over 50% of their investments in direct stock investments and hold a strong preference 

for local stock. In their research local stock investments show an outperformance of 3.2% excess 

returns on returns on nonlocal holdings. These findings indicate that local investors in fact exploit 

local knowledge. Excess returns on local holdings are even larger for stocks that are not listed on the 

S&P 500, as greater information asymmetries may exist for such firms. Despite traditional views that 

undiversified portfolios underperform, Van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp [2006] show how under 

diversification may effectively lead to outperformance. Van Nieuwerburgh et al. [2006] also contribute 

this effect to the fact that in general investors have limited ability to acquire favourable information on 

a large number of stocks, enabling local investors to better exploit possible ‘local’ information 
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asymmetries. This would in part explain under diversification, where the well-informed investor 

concentrates his portfolio to exploit information asymmetries. Moreover, portfolio tilting further 

increases retail investor portfolio performance. This entails retail investors on overall tilting their 

investments towards small, high-beta stocks, and towards value stocks. Barber and Odean [Barber et 

al. 1998a] find positive abnormal returns due to this preference in exposure towards more risky, higher 

beta stock types. Ivkovich, Zoran, Clemens Sialm, and Scott J. Weisbenner [forthcoming] further 

analyse the dataset of 66.000 retail investors of Barber et al. [2000] and confirm earlier findings of 

Ivković et al. [2005] that undiversified local portfolios show outperformance due to the exploitation of 

information asymmetries. Even larger undiversified portfolios performed well, whilst larger diversified 

portfolios underperformed. Ivković et al. [2005] also control for factors such as households’ average 

investment abilities and confirm that undiversified household trades and holdings perform better.

  

 

III. Data and sample description 

 

A.  Data acquisition  

This research analyzes a novel dataset of all monthly returns of over 12.000 retail trading 

accounts. Data has been acquired directly from a leading Dutch stockbroker and spans all accounts 

opened up before the 1st of January 2003. The data period ends at 30th June 2008, ranging an 

investment time span of five-and-a-half years. Portfolio data entails data of end of month holding 

positions on all tradable instruments [cash, bonds, mutual funds, stocks, options, futures, warrants] on 

the Dutch stock market, all traded stocks on European stock exchanges, all traded stocks on American 

exchanges [Amex, NYSE, Nasdaq], and all traded stocks on the London Stock Exchange. All 

portfolios have been categorized into various risk categorizations depending on the a priori risk 

tolerance of respective retail investors. All trading accounts are so-called ‘execution only’, ensuring 

that all trades have been executed by individual investors. All accounts are in name of either one or 

two individuals. 

 

Sample selection 

The initial samples’ population counted over 110.000 retail trading accounts at the end of this 

research’ data period. Accounts held by legal entities and underage investors were excluded from the 

sample [3.8 and 1.9 percent respectively, together totalling 6261 trading accounts]. Such accounts 

include accounts opened up solely to invest in accordance with retirement savings plans, and accounts 

that are held next to savings to raise capital for underage children [and possibly their future school 

funds]. When a child becomes eighteen years of age these accounts are cancelled under legal 

requirements and a new account has to be set up; such cancelled accounts untruly depict enhanced 

effects of survivorship bias. Another reason to exclude both account types from the sample is that 
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several legal restrictions are imposed on such accounts. This leads to differing trading restrictions and 

offers no fairground to compare their risk/return characteristics to regular retail trading accounts. Of all 

remaining accounts 46.1 percent [47.889 trading accounts] had opened up their account prior to the 

start of the data period. As the number of retail clients nearly doubled during the data period only the 

trading accounts already existent prior to start of the data period [53.9 percent totalling 55.986 trading 

accounts] have been included in the sample. Thus the largest sample could be obtained, minimizing 

missing values [which would have increased tremendously over the data period due to not yet existing 

trading accounts] and offered a lengthily data period to fairly statistically analyse monthly portfolio 

returns. Due to the extended time period this in result minimizes cohort effects, for instance due to 

trading experience of new investors or better, the lack of any. Please note that due to time and 

budgeting constraints it daily return data or data on each separate trade could not possibly be obtained. 

 Data on risk tolerances has been obtained through an online questionnaire, only taking into 

account investors who have fully completed registration all risk profile information; this eliminates 

bias arising from the misinterpretation of forms and resulting faulty entries by staff. This decreases the 

selected sample set to 53.4 percent [29.911 trading accounts] of all accounts that were opened up 

before start of the data period. Of all remaining accounts that were opened up before start of the data 

period and that have fully completed all information to determine their risk profile a sample is drawn 

of 40.9 percent [12.223 trading accounts] of the remaining accounts on the basis of showing initial 

outliers [no initial risk profile information], with risk profile information having been filled out later 

on online by customers themselves. In total a sample of 11.1 percent [1.2223 trading accounts] of the 

initial database of over 110.000 retail trading accounts remains for statistical analysis. A small amount 

of existing trading accounts [12.6 percent of the sample total totalling 1.544 trading accounts] has been 

cancelled during the sample period. See Table I SAMPLE SELECTION for further details. There are 

no doubles in account numbers for exact combinations [either single or double] of individuals. It is 

however possible that one person has opened up one or multiple trading accounts with different 

persons. Each of these accounts is treated as a unique account as investment goals, horizon, budget, 

and tax effects may vary. 

Risk profiles  

 Over half of all entries [62.6 percent] have been registered before or within the first six months 

of the data period, this amount increases over time to 73.8 percent at end of the first year and 96.1 

percent at the end of the second year. Almost all investors within the sample, 91.9 percent [11.231 in 

total] filled out the online risk profile just once, never to change this again afterwards; a small group 

changed their risk profile once, totalling 6.7 percent of the sample [813 trading accounts in total]; an 

even smaller group changed their risk profile twice totalling 1.0 percent of the sample [125 in total]; 

just 0.3 percent changed their risk profile thrice [37 trading accounts in total]; and 0.1 percent changed 

their risk profile more than three times. Of multiple entries the last entry is taken into account 

considering this to best reflect the desired level of risk tolerance. 
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Risk profile characterizations  

 Based on individual risk profiles investors are classified into seven risk tolerance 

characterizations: savings, fixed income, defensive, cautious, offensive, speculative or highly 

speculative risk tolerance groups [RTG]. This division is dependent on the score outcome of the risk 

tolerance inquiry and the corresponding RTG. Risk scores ranges from zero to one thousand being 

dependent on the seven year volatility and Z-scores of the [Euribor] interest rate [savings], US 

Treasury [fixed income] and the Dutch Stock Exchange [AEX] and combinations of unlevered 

[defensive, cautious] and leveraged portfolios [offensive, speculative, highly speculative]. A risk 

profile score of zero is interpreted as an investor’s desire to ‘take no risk’; a risk profile score of 100 

equals the risk of an portfolio invested fully in stocks [calibrated on the seven year volatility and Z-

score of the AEX]; risk profile scores over 100 are leveraged portfolios either geared with borrowed 

cash [negative cash position] or by means of derivatives. Maximum risky profiles which score 1000 

are considered outliers, being at the risk score ceiling. Table II RISK CHARACTERIZATION shows 

the ascending levels of risk characterizations and respective risk score ranges. 

Of those investors who changed their risk profiles, most risk profile scores did not 

substantially deviate from previous scores; resultantly not altering in RTG or, on some occasions, 

switched to an adjacent RTG. Considering that 91.9 percent of all investors never even altered their 

risk profile and 98.6 percent of all investors altered their risk profile never at all or, in some occasions, 

just once, and the realisation that investor’s switches between RTG are not profound bolsters the 

assumption that the effects of individual investors’ RTG switching is supposedly negligible.  

B. Sample segmentation 
 The compartmentalisation of the total sample over different RTG’s is fairly evenly distributed: 

five out of seven characterizations are >10 percent of the total sample; only the most defensive RTG 

‘savings’ and ‘fixed income’ fall short of 10 percent each comprising of 5.6% [680 and 689 

respectively] of the total sample. The ‘defensive’ RTG is the most overweight categorization 

containing 31.4% [3.833 trading accounts] of the total sample. Note that a totally equal distribution of 

investors over each investor RTG would come to approximately 14.3%[1.746 trading accounts] per 

RTG. From the start of the data period onwards up to 12.6%[1.544 trading accounts] of the total 

sample cancelled their trading account during the data period [dropouts]. Dropout ratios are also fairly 

distributed over RTG’s ranging from 8.5% of all ‘speculative’ RTG trading accounts up to 21.2% of 

all ‘savings’ RTG [see Table III SAMPLE PARTITIONING]. Remarkably the lowest RTG’s show 

relatively high dropout ratios of around 20%, whilst the relatively high RTG’s show lower dropout 

ratios with a dropout ratio of all ‘cautious’ RTG’s trading accounts of 14.4%, and around 10% for the 

‘offensive’, ‘speculative’ and ‘highly speculative’ RTG’s. Dropouts fall out starting halfway the data 

period due to cancellations of trading accounts after August 2005 see figure A5 Dropouts per RTG. 

The group of ‘survivors’ being by far the largest groups, the partitioning of ‘survivors’ over the 

various RTG‘s does not substantially deviate from that of the total sample.  
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IV. Methodology  
 
A. Risk adjustment techniques  

 Any investor would pick a 10% gross return over a 5% gross return on his investment easily. 

The mere gross return does reflect the risk encompassing such an investment. Nor does it consider any 

benchmark’s performance, which could have for instance returned 12%. It has taken much one’s 

interest in academic literature to find a proper way to correct the returns on an investment for its 

encompassing risks. Under CAPM risk is defined as the standard deviation of the expected return; the 

most widely acclaimed method for measuring portfolio risk. Based on this, fund managers are often 

ranked according to their portfolio performance based on their Sharpe ratios, Treynor ratios, and 

Jensen’s alphas. Each portfolio performance measure will be discussed accordingly so that the proper 

risk-adjustment technique[s] can be identified that can best be taken to perform this research’ data 

analysis.  

 

 The Treynor ratio [Treynor, 1965] easily translates an investment’s excess return into a 

quantifiable measurement of units of return per units of risk of an investment by dividing the excess 

return with portfolio beta. Beta, as a measure of relative volatility, refers to an investment’s or 

portfolio’s return variance compared to the return variance of its benchmark. The excess return is 

calculated as being the difference between a particular portfolio’s return and the return on a given risk 

free asset. The Treynor ratio denotes the following formula:  

T  =  Treynor ratio                                                     

rp  =  portfolio return                                                       

rf  =  risk free rate                                                 

βi  =  portfolio’s beta  

 

 Sharpe introduced his most renowned Sharpe ratio in the same year as Treynor. Although 

strikingly similar to Treynor’s ratio, Sharpe’s approach differed by quantifying units of risk by the 

standard deviating of an investments own returns instead of that of a market [beta]. This approach 

enables non-fully diversified market portfolio returns to be compared whilst these portfolio returns are 

derived from multiple asset classes and in the absence of an adequate benchmark. The Sharpe ratio 

denotes the following formula  

S   =  Sharpe ratio                           

rp  =  portfolio return                           

rf  =  risk free rate                           

p =  excess return volatility 
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Merely two years since inception of the first mathematical measure for risk, Jensen introduced 

Jensen’s alpha. This measure assesses an investment’s expected returns compared to its expected 

returns. By correcting excessive returns for a predefined risk-free rate, and multiplying by beta 

afterwards, over- and underperformance against a preselected benchmark can be measured.  

 Both the Treynor ratio and Jensen’s alpha are fundamentally based on CAPM. Both ratios 

offer a return comparison corrected against a preselected benchmark, having made these ratios become 

extremely popularity under fund managers as these ratios take only a preset bar of systemic risk into 

account. CAPM does however hold many unrealistic assumptions as all investors are considered to be 

homogeneous: hence all investors are considered to be price takers, maintain identical holding periods, 

foresee the same expected investment returns, have identical portfolio variability’s, and last have 

identical portfolio correlations between assets.  

 According to Pedersen and Rudholm-Alfvin [2003] general mean-variance portfolio theory 

makes some rigid assumptions on the way in which returns are distribution, taking only the mean [first 

moment] and variance [second moment] into account. Yet stocks returns and more generally most 

other asset class returns are most often skewed [third moment] and have fat tailed distributions [fourth 

moment or ‘kurtosis’]. A number of factors influence second and third moment distributions 

depending on the type of asset class. Pedersen et al. [2003] show that small cap returns, hedge funds 

returns, emerging market returns and even sector specific returns such as Telecoms and Energy returns 

are rejected for a normal distribution in decreasing order and with decreasing order of skewness of 

returns under the Jargue-Bera test statistic. Please see TABLE IV ASSET CLASS RETURN 

DISTRIBUTIONS. These findings are supported by existing academic research on normality 

distributions of stock returns for emerging markets by Harvey [1995, 2000], Estrada [2000], Eftekhari 

and Stachell [1996] and Hwang and Pedersen [2002b], portfolios that include derivative structures by 

Leland [1999] and Pedersen [2001], and small cap by Dimson and Marsh [1998] and Hwang and 

Pedersen [2002a]. Mid cap, large cap and equity return distributions are in increasing order more 

suitably fit for normality based statistical testing. Yet the most profound difference can notably be 

found when comparing investment grade bonds to low grade bonds, the latter being rejected for 

normality over 4 times more. Return asymmetries are structural when low investment grade stocks and 

bonds are concerned and small cap [start-ups] which encompass heightened bankruptcy risk that skews 

returns negatively.  

 

“Asset pricing models like CAPM assumes normally distributed returns. Normality is a better approximation for short 

horizons like a month than for longer horizons, were skewness becomes increasingly important”  

 -Fama-   
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 As time passed even more risk return ratios were created, based on Sharpe’s original formula. 

One widely accepted ratio under asset managers is the Information ratio, which effectively is a Sharpe 

ratio without deducting the risk free rate but instead market beta [hence a strongly correlated market 

beta has to be available], and secondly using the excess returns’ volatility as a measure for volatility. 

The Information ratio denotes the following formula:  

IR = Information ratio                           

rp  =  portfolio return                           

rB  =  benchmark return                           

p =  volatility excess returns 

Yet another measure the Sortino ratio, developed by Sortino and Price [1994], proves to be 

one of the most interesting adaptations according to Chaudhry and Johnson [2008]. Where the 

Sharpe’s ratio is equally sensitive to both up- and downward volatility, the Sortino ratio merely takes 

downward semi-variance into account whilst ignoring upside volatility. Portfolios which exhibit low 

return and low volatility levels are by hand of their Sharpe ratios unjustly perceived as best risk/return 

performers. Low Sharpe ratios may be the result up high upside semi-variance in the relative absence 

of downside semi-variance. As such desirable gains produced by upside semi-variance are wrongfully 

penalised. The Sortino ratio provides a closer look on possible downside semi-variance [specifically 

downside risk] instead of mere volatility. The Sortino ratio denotes the following formula: 

ST   =  Sortino ratio                           

rp    =  portfolio return                           

rf     =  risk free rate                           

DRp =  downside portfolio volatility 

 Another measure for estimating risk used widely throughout the financial industry is value at 

risk [VaR]. VaR estimates the maximum loss on an investment with a preset confidence interval [CI], 

typically 95% or 99% CI over a preselected time period. VaR is most often used for short interval loss 

predictions, typically one day or one week. Yet VaR calculations depend strongly on assumptions that 

determine the way in which their back testing calculations have been executed. A 99% CI one day 

VaR calculation should operate roughly three years before you can trust it. VaR ignores losses far in 

the tail and provides no indication on any moment of return distributions, awarding investment 

strategies that involve excessive but remote risks [that lie out of the chosen confidence level in the tail 

area].  Consider a €100,- bet on a coin flipping heads on even money; up to a 99% CI threshold in 

this occurrence VaR is EUR 100,- which equals the maximum loss as the chance on a favourable 

outcome equates 50%. Now consider the same bet now only offering odds of 127 to 1 that heads will 

not be flipped seven times in a row. The chance on a favourable outcome now becomes 99.2% 

exceeding the 99% CI threshold. In result VaR is zero, whilst exposure remains to an unfavourable 

outcome of €12.700.-.   
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 Increasing the CI even further to try and take fat tails of return distributions into account 

[getting a ‘deep tail VaR’] would set for instance  a 99.97% one-year VaR [used by large financial 

institutions to calculate economic capital] would need 26.000 years of data to produce statistically 

viable outcomes. In essence for VaR theoretical grounds and practical uses just do not match up. 

As expected loss does not provide useful information regarding a loss probability function, 

various efforts were made to improve VaR. Making VaR conditional [CVaR] to calculate expected 

shortfall [ES] or expected tail loss [ETL] arguable improves VaR under some cases of return 

distributions, see Alexander and Baptista [2004]. To enable VaR to measure returns under varying tail 

distributions Return on Absolute Shortfall [ROAS] and Return on Probability of Shortfall [ROPS] 

combine calculated VaR with a Baysian probability function of the expected VaR loss. Still the 

arguments against VaR as postulated in our coin flip scenario remain.  

 

Maximum drawdown  

 VaR thus is in practice essentially far more a risk metric than it is a risk measure; probability 

basically starts out where VaR ends. Moreover more sophisticated risk adjustment alternatives to VaR-

based ROAS and ROPS are available by use of maximum drawdown [MDD], a concept strongly 

related to yet fundamentally different from VaR. MDD models a continuous loss function over time. 

MDD is often considered an adequate measure for portfolio risk in situations that lack [statistically] 

sufficient observations to calculate volatility risk measures. MDD does enable analysis of [log] returns 

that are not normally distributed [which are not independently and identically normal distributed] for 

instance under circumstances of returns that are auto-correlated and have ‘fat tails’.  

Risk measures somewhat similar to the Sharpe ratio based on maximum drawdown are the MAR and 

CALMAR ratio [originally derived from the STERLIN ratio, which calculates risk adjusted returns 

using relative returns minus ten percent point returns]. In essence they calculate the Compounded 

Annual Return / Average Maximum Drawdown.  

The CALMAR ratio denotes the following formula: 

CR    = CALMAR ratio               

CAR = Compounded Annual Return   

AMD=Average Maximum Drawdown  

 
B. Risk measurement selection  

 In reality individual investors hold highly undiversified, high small cap tilted stock portfolios 

[see [Barber et al. 1998a], Calvet et al. [2006], Campbell [2006], Huberman et al [2006], Kumar 

[2006], Mitton et al. [2007], and Goetzmann et al. [2008]]. Moreover their investment portfolio 

holdings are not necessarily comprised out of common stocks but may entail a multitude of asset 

classes. Merely estimating such volatility risk by a single chosen, or combination of several 
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benchmarks, does not captures each separate asset classes risk evenly so. For instance trying to capture 

a bond portfolio’s market exposure by correcting for the volatility of a stock market index and vice 

versa is nonsense in a statistical sense. Under more complex circumstances, involving portfolios which 

involve derivatives or increased leverage no single benchmark can evenly adjust each separate 

portfolio for systemic risk. In such cases portfolio volatility offers a way for comparing such investor 

portfolios based on their own portfolio variability, by comparing portfolio Sharpe ratios. This offers 

for fair comparison of potentially undiversified, multi-market, multi-asset class portfolios. Since 

inception Sharpe has become the most well accepted measure for risk to compare portfolio risk 

relative to portfolio returns.  

 When comparing a multitude of risk adjustment measures to the Sharpe ratio on separate 

hedge funds and a predefined multi-asset portfolio diversified over different international benchmarks 

Eling and Schuhmacher [2006] find that all risk adjustment measures produce similar ranking. Only 

the Treynor measure appears far less reliable compared to other measures as the Treynor ratio is quite 

sensitive to leverage in portfolios. Eling et al. [2006] conclude the Sharpe ratio the best option to 

correct for portfolio risk to compare portfolio results, even in the case of undiversified, leveraged and 

possibly illiquid hedge fund portfolios. Sortino and Satchell [2001] state that in general Sharpe is used 

best when distributions are known and approximately normal and the target return is close to the risk 

free rate. Under normality assumptions return are normally distributed and symmetrically spread, 

under which assumptions Sharpe ratios produce similar rankings when compared to Sortino ratios. 

Moreover Sharpe ratios do not neglect possibly valuable information on the volatility distribution of a 

portfolio. For a more detailed discussion on using risk adjustment measures in the context of future 

risk estimation and forecasting please see the work of Ortobelli, Rachev and Stoyanov [2004].  

 

 Provided these arguments the Sharpe ratios still is widely accepted to rank and compare risk 

return relationships. Under CAPM increased risk is awarded additional potential return; under this 

assumption all risk tolerance groups’ Sharpe ratios should be equal, producing the same returns [α plus 

 minus the risk free rate] after being risk adjusted [by return volatility]. Secondly Information ratios 

will be analysed to answer the question whether or not retail investors actually are able to ‘track’ the 

benchmark.  is stripped out leaving α returns to be adjusted for its own volatility. Please see Figure 

A6: Total Return - Risk Composition on how risk free rate returns, beta returns and alpha returns bring 

about increasing volatility risk as return variability increases. Positively signed Information ratios 

indicate outperformance, whilst α return volatility penalizes portfolios that bear greater α risk relative 

to less risky portfolios that generate more stable α returns. Information ratios thus provide an 

additional ranking tool based on portfolio performance against an actual benchmark. Despite being 

sensitive to leverage effects, the Treynor ratio offers a third portfolio ranking mechanism that adjusts 

portfolio returns for portfolio specific volatility risk in relation to benchmark volatility risk β. The 

Treynor ratio thus measures total investor returns [α plus  minus the risk free rate] investors whilst 

penalising for increased β exposure and awarding lower β exposure portfolios.  
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Risk measurement outcomes  

 In the mutual fund universe a Sharpe ratio of one is considered normal, two is considered 

good, and three is considered excellent. As mutual funds are more highly diversified than individual 

investors in general, individual investor Sharpe ratios are expected to be penalized due to their more 

volatile nature which will resultantly lower Sharpe ratios. During the sample period of February 2003 

to June 2008 the average Rolling Window Sharpe ratio equalled 0.89 for the AEX benchmark and 1.86 

for the Bond Index [discussed in next section]. Information ratios’ even more volatile risk measure of 

α return volatility [the Tracking Error] adjusts α return to investigate benchmark outperformance, 

penalizing portfolios with less stable, more volatile returns. Generally an Information ratio of 0.5 is 

considered good and 1 is considered excellent, although the definition of a good Information ratio 

remains dependant on the considered investment style and benchmark. Where Information ratios that 

bear positive signs indicate benchmark outperformance, positively signed Treynors ratio rate 

performance similar to the Sharpe ratio yet also take into account portfolio volatility risk in relation to 

β risk. 

Benchmark selection  

 For bond portfolios the selected benchmark is the Barclays Capital Euro Aggregate Bond 

Index [BB Index], a broad base index which is often used to represent investment grade bonds being 

traded in the European Union. BB Index provides exposure to a basket of Euro-denominated 

investment grade bonds, and includes treasury bonds, securitised bonds and corporate bonds. Barclays 

today is the world’s leading provider of fixed income benchmarks. Almost all investors in this research 

reside in the Netherlands [>95%]. As previously discussed retail investors exhibit local bias [the 

familiarity effect]. Indeed 70% of all Dutch retail investor held securities have been issued by Dutch 

companies, most commonly AEX listed.1   

 As such it is best to select the largest, most popular local market index Amsterdam Exchange 

index [AEX index] as benchmark for stock portfolios over broader Euro-zone benchmarks like the 

Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50 Index [DJ Stoxx 50], Europe’s leading Eurozone Blue-chip index. Please 

note that the DJ Stoxx 50 and the AEX index are highly correlated [>90%], as such the choice of 

benchmark will most likely not severely impact result outcomes. Interestingly only four percent of the 

total market capitalization of the AEX is held by retail investors whilst retail investors held nearly 17 

percent of the total stock exchange value.1   

 

 End-of-month data of the BB Index and the Amsterdam Exchange index are attained directly 

from Bloomberg and are adjusted for splits and dividends. Besides selecting appropriate benchmarks 

for Information and Treynor ratios, it is imperative to select an appropriate risk free rate for Sharpe 

and Treynor ratios. Selecting an appropriate risk free rate is discussed next.  
 

1 Statistical News Release 28th July 2009 issued by the Dutch Central Bank.  

  [http://www.dnb.nl/en/news-and-publications/news-and-archive/statistische-nieuwsberichten/dnb220499.jsp] 
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Risk free rate  

 CAPM, MPT and the Black-Scholes option pricing model all use the risk free rate as the 

primary component to base investments valuations on. No matter an investment there always remains 

some form of basis risk, no matter how small or seemingly immaterial in nature. Debt issuance in the 

form of US Treasury bills like the US government however is perceived risk free as two basic 

conditions are met: 2 

- There is no risk of default associated with US Treasury bills’ cash flows 

- There is no reinvestment risk [as there are no interest payments] 

 With the USD as a fiat currency the US government can in theory always repay its debt, at 

least in the sense of the nominal value, by printing additional dollars. The average yield of 0.9% per 

annum over the 20th century evidently does not show default risk as this is virtually not existent but it 

does show the risk of currency devaluation which debases outstanding debt due to dollar reprinting. In 

theory and in practice both markets and research have relied on US Treasury bills, generally the three 

months term structure, as determinant for the [virtual] risk free rate to valuate risky assets investment 

returns against. 2  

 

 Lacking a European Treasury bill, Euro denominated assets are generally valuated using the 

Euro Interbank Offered Rate [Euribor]. A shorter term structure security as risk free rate base lowers 

interest rate risk, producing heightened excess returns when comparing returns of risk bearing assets to 

the risk free rate. A security with a longer term structure on the other hand bears greater interest rate 

risk, being less sensitive to longer-term interest rate movements, lowering excess returns of risk 

bearing assets vice versa. This logic shows prudent in neither selecting a short term security, such as 

the daily European interest rate Eonia [European Overnight Index Average] [in essence one-day 

Euribor], nor selecting long term structure securities. By taking the three month Euribor rate as a 

measure for the European risk free rate this minimize term structure effects that under- or overestimate 

calculated excess returns, and  enables for fair comparison of research outcomes to existent US and 

European literature. 2   

 

 On an additional note one could argue that portfolio investments are, or at least should be, 

analyzed on a quarterly basis as financial reports on quarterly earnings as published by invested 

companies. This logic implies an estimated minimum reinvestment rate period of three months in 

support of the selection of the three month Euribor rate as risk free rate. A more general assumption is 

that individual investors desire a portfolio return above the risk free rate, or else they would rather 

choose to invest in a savings account that poses less risk yet the some or even higher yields.  
 

 

2 “Estimating Risk free Rates” Aswath Damodaran Stern School of Business NYU                        

.  [http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/pdfiles/papers/riskfree.pdf] 
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C. Portfolio return calculations  

 In calculating portfolio returns it is common practice to calculating the geometric returns by 

hand of  logrelative calculations, for instance as used as by Barber et al. [2000] and Barber et al. 

[2009]. These calculation of Barber et al. [2000] and Barber et al. [2009] however do not correct for 

correctly; their logrelative returns denotes the following formula:  

   = Return portfolio  

    = Portfolio worth of month n  

Rb      = Return benchmark                      

Logrelative portfolio returns are however only usefull when high frequency data, intraday data 

or when at least daily data are used to calculate portfolio returns. When larger period data is 

concerned, as it the case with monthluy data, calculated logrelative returns will deviate from actual 

return values as can be calculated by simply substracting the portfolio worth of month n-1 from the 

portfolio worth of month n and subsequently dividing by the portfolio worth of month n. This 

deviation is known as the Taylor rule, as described in the Taylor expansion by Taylor [1715].  

A Taylor series in fact only describes the real function f(x) in the case of a = 0, also called a 

Maclaurin series. The function f(x) is entire, meaning totally equal in all points, to its Taylor function 

only for exponential functions and trigonometric funtions like sine and cosine. For trigonomic 

functions like tangent and its inverse arctan and other functions like the logarithm their Taylor series 

are not entire yet analytic, meaning that their Taylor series are approximately equal to these functions 

in the neighborhood of a [Taylor 1715] For natural logarithm functions Taylor polynomials only 

converge to the function f(x) in the region -1 < x ≤ 1 and outside this region the higher-degree Taylor 

polynomials are worse approximations for the function f(x).  Thus in cases when x is far from a these 

Taylor series will not converge to their function f(x). Runge [2001] first discovered such phenomena 

when studying the error terms behaviour when approximating functions by hand of polynomial 

interpolation, dubbing such behaviour Runge’s phenomenon. In short outside the -1 < x ≤ 1 region the 

Taylor series for logarithmic funtions are increasingly deviating from f(x) due to the increasing  error 

term. This remainder is denoted by Rn(x).  

 The dataset comprises monthly aggregated portfolio values, which increases the time factor 

substantially when compared to high frequency or daily return data, thus increassing Rn(x) so the 

natural logarithmic approach cannot be useded [for t > daily data intervals]. To avoid the increased 

Taylor’s error term portfolio returns on investor portfolios denotes the following formula:  

 

p   =  Return portfolio   

    = Portfolio worth of month n  
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 All monthly returns throughout the period starting February 2003 are averaged to calculate Rp by 

averging every monthly return at month  n up to n +18 months [Please see section Rolling Window 

calculations on the next page for a detailed discussion on the length of the Rolling Window]. 

Compounded annual returns [CAR’s] are then calculated from total period Rp’s to the power of 12 

[number of months in one callendar year] / t [number of months in the account period]. This entails 18 

monthly return periods for Rolling Window calculations, generating upto 47 return periods or less 

depending on whether an account was terminated before the end of the sample period. CAR’s are 

calculated independantly for Sharpe ratios, Information ratios and Treynor ratios. The following 

formula defines such CAR calculations:  

 

  CAR = Compounded annual return  

     =  Return portfolio   

              t    = Number of months in period   .   

 

Portfolio volatility calculations  

 After having calculated portfolio CAR’s the portfolio volatilities are calculated based on the 

excess returns of each separate individual investor portfolio to calculate portfolio Sharpe ratios and 

Information ratios later on. Please note that the Sharpe ratio and Information ratio have different 

definitions of excess return, both using different excess returns for their respective return volatility 

calculations. The Total Period calculations start at the first return period of February 2003. The first 

Rolling Window volatility calculation starts at the 18th monthly return period of July 2004 in i and 

goes on up to the last return period of each individual investor portfolio in i. All volatilities are again 

converted into annualized volatilities to be able calculate individual investor portfolios’ Sharpe ratios 

and Information ratios based on Sharpe ratios and Information ratios respective CAR’s and annualized 

volatilities. Monthly volatilities are converted into annualized volatilities by multiplying monthly 

volatilities by the square root of 12 [the number of months in one year]. The following formula 

denotes volatility calculation:   

  p  =  Annual portfolio volatility 

  ū   =  Portfolio mean   

                          i    =  returns selected return periods  

 

Where portfolio mean in the previous formula denoted as following:  

  

               ū   =  Portfolio mean   

                           ui    =  returns selected return periods 
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Rolling Window calculations  

                After CAR’s and annualized portfolio volatilities have been computed Sharpe ratios can be 

calculated by dividing each months’s CAR with the corresponding annualized portfolio volatility. 

Sharpe ratios are calculated for separate portfolios for each single datapoint starting in February 2003 

up to June 2008, based on both the portfolio volatility for on 18 months rolling window volatility. On 

the discussion on what period to select to calculate a rolling window, one would rather select a period 

that is short to increase the number of datapoints taken into Sharpe ratio analysis rather than to ignore 

more datapoints than is deemed necessary to calculate volatilities. Moreover a shorter timeframe or 

[rolling] window will most likely increase the predictive power of historic volatility measures. As 

unfortunately no daily return data is available to correct each monthly return with last months daily 

return data, monthly data has to be used to calculate volatility measures. In this sense a trade-off exists 

between shorter dataperiods [< one year] with too few datapoints that lower measurements statistical 

accuracy to volatilitiy measures to a power of 88% at α 5% [see Appendix figure A7 Power plot], 

whilst taking longer dataperiods [> two years] increases statistical accuracy in calculating sound 

volatility measures yet also inevatibly lowers time-specific accuracy of calculated volatilities and 

Sharpe ratios as each measurement time frame is increased. Considering an 18 month timeperiod to 

base rolling window volatility calcuations potentially minimizes both trade-off scenarios with a power 

of 98%  at α 5% [see Appendix ‘figure Power Test’] whilst keeping roughly fours years of data to be 

used for actual statistical analysis. Again Sharpe ratio, Information ratio, and Treynor ratio 

calculations are denoted by the following formulas: 

S   =  Sharpe ratio   

rp  =  portfolio return   

 rf   =  risk free rate  

p  =  excess return volatility 

 

IR = Information ratio             

rp  =  portfolio return             

            rB  =  benchmark return  

p =  volatility excess returns 

  

T  =  Treynor ratio              

rp  =  portfolio return                 

rf  =  risk free rate          

βi  =  portfolio’s beta 

Where βi [portfolio’s beta] is calculated by dividing portfolio volatility [18 months] by the 

benchmark’s volatility [18 months]..  
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D. Methodological data filtering  

 Trading activity during the period of all 12.223 trading accounts made it possible to separate 

5.358 investor accounts [44%] who either invested solely in bonds or who invested solely in stocks. 

This allowed for separation of 6.865 accounts [56%] that invested in combinations of bonds and stocks 

or that also traded derivatives. Now Sharpe ratios of the remaining portfolios can be analysed and 

exact other measures using market beta such as the Information ratio as one actual stock or bond 

benchmark can be used for bonds or stock only investor portfolios separately to correct for market 

risk. In this way arbitrary composition of a basket benchmark can be avoided.  

   

 Additionally all accounts that are inactive during the period are left out, based on zero 

portfolio value or cash only trading account, where no transactions were executed and equity transfers 

or deposits were performed during the entire data period. Secondly set a minimum portfolio value 

(total stock portfolio value excluding cash) and eliminate all account that never meet that threshold 

anywhere during the entire data period. In case any of the remaining accounts drop under this 

minimum portfolio value threshold (again excluding cash), which is under most circumstances the 

effect of the liquidation of the stock portfolio. This threshold can be chosen for various assumptions 

such as effects of trading costs relative to total portfolio value [dependently the impact on portfolio 

returns is leveraged], effects of diversification relative to total portfolio value, and ones spendable 

income affecting ones utility function [differentiation between investment motives and plain equity 

bets]. 

First it is imperative that trading costs do not greatly affect portfolio returns. Executing just 

one equity trade with a minimum cost of EUR 10,- per trade in a portfolio which is worth a mere EUR 

100,- in total greatly impacts the return of this portfolio with an astounding 10% before even any 

return is made. In this respect a similar transaction when investing the total portfolio worth of a 

portfolio which is worth a EUR 1000,- in total would incur exactly the same transaction costs. Yet this 

time the trading costs relative to the total portfolio value are just 1% resultantly impacting portfolio 

returns far less than is the case with smaller portfolios. Thus, under the minimal assumption that one 

would chose not to diversify by fully investing in one equity investment only at a time, the absolute 

minimum portfolio value where trading costs do not impact portfolio returns too heavily arguably is 

set at EUR 1.000,- total worth [cash position herein being excluded]. 

  Secondly it is imperative to filter out small trading accounts that are unable to reasonably 

diversify their equity portfolios. Under the assumption of a minimum trade value of EUR 1.000,- not 

impacting portfolio returns too heavily, whilst assuming the necessity to diversify, an absolute 

minimum portfolio value threshold can be established when portfolio theory is considered. On would 

consider a EUR 20.000,- as an absolute minimum portfolio value threshold to diversify a stock 

portfolio equally over at least 20 separate funds, or when interpreting a somewhat lower diversification 

level standard of 10 separate funds one would consider a EUR 10,000,- as an absolute minimum 
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portfolio value threshold. Unfortunately choosing only to select EUR 20.000,- or even EUR 10.000,- 

total value accounts [again cash not included] reduces each risk category subsample too much. As 

empirical evidence to date suggests that retail investors are in fact not truly that diversified at all and 

hold just up to two to three stock investments on average at a time, deeming a threshold of between 

EUR 1.000,- and EUR 5.000,- quite reasonable.  

To consider the matter of what minimum portfolio value is to be deemed acceptable in order to 

reflect investor’s who true make investment choices instead of mere equity bets with small parts of 

their fortune a utility function based on the most recent statistics on the average Dutch spendable 

household income [see 2008 figures on household income by Statline of the Statistics Netherlands 

[www.cbs.nl]] estimates EUR 33.500,- per household per annum. The standardised version of the 

average spendable income [per person/household instead of simply per household] is estimated even 

lower at EUR 23.400,- per annum; under the assumption that each households generally does not hold 

multiple retail trading accounts [non-adults, business and pension trading accounts excluded] the 

earlier estimate of EUR 33.500,- can be taken as a fair estimate that reflects the total annual spendable 

income per household per trading account [which is effectively a 43% higher estimate] throughout the 

data period. In this regard a EUR 1.000,- investment entails 3.0% of total annual spendable household 

income. Although this percentage seems essentially not that large it does represent 36% of the average 

households’ spendable income on a monthly basis. From a utility perspective investments being 

greater than a third of one’s monthly spendable income presumably should be given quite some 

consideration, as opposed to relatively small investments that, subjectively, may be regarded as being 

small bets relative to one’s spendable income [coining this ‘play money’ for investment learning or 

just pure gambling purposes].  Based on the arguments as previously discussed the threshold for the 

minimum level of portfolio worth [cash positions excluded] is set a an absolute minimum of EUR 

1.000,-. Previous studies have indicated that investor trading experience increases the expected level of 

investment sophistication of [individual investors]. Vissing-Jörgensen [2003] showed that investor 

irrationality can be rapidly erradicated as the level of individual investor’s wealth increases. Hereby 

Vissing-Jörgensen [2003] succesfully identify wealth as a proxy for trading experience. As discussed 

rather the more sophisticated individual investors are included into this analysis as investor 

irrationality can be partially eradicated by setting an absolute minimum level of portfolio worth.  

 

 After implementing a EUR 1.000,- minimum level of portfolio worth 714 trading accounts 

[12.0%] do not meet this threshold througout the entire data period. These accounts are resultantly 

excluded from this research. In total 5.224 [42.7% of the intital 12.223] trading accounts remain for 

analysis that do meet the threshold at least once during the data period. Total Period calculations are 

consider account only that exceed this threshold at the start of the return period. If one trading account 

falls below this threshold at datapoint x in i then Sharpe ratios, Information ratios and Treynor ratios of 

x are excluded from the dataset and ignored in statistical analysis. Also a handfull of monthly returns 

of over one-thousand percent are have been excluded from the sample as such returns are not possible. 
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E. Descriptive Statistics  

 On average a retail investor included in this research sample’s data period holds a stock 

portfolio of EUR 23.653,- in purely equity investments, and an average stock portfolio plus cash worth 

of EUR 25.146,-. A fixed minimum portfolio value has been previously established at a threshold of 

EUR 1.000,-. With increasing portfolio sizes, the number of retail investor decrease. The maximum 

equity portfolio worth amounts to nearly EUR 450.000,-. Logically the distribution of portfolio wealth 

is heavily skewed to the right.  

Figure A8 Equity Portfolio Worth shows the average equity portfolio worth of retail investors 

for each separate Risk Tolerance Group [RTG]. In order of increasing risk tolerance, the average 

equity portfolio worth during the entire sample period of the savings RTG amounts to EUR 28.747,- 

the fixed income RTG average amounts to EUR 18.932,-, the defensive RTG average amounted to 

EUR 26.139,-, the cautious RTG average amounts to EUR 19.322,-, the offensive RTG average 

amounts to EUR 30.587,-, the speculative average amounts to RTG EUR 20.390,-, and the highly 

speculative RTG average amounts to EUR 19.796,- on average during the entire sample period. The 

total sample’s average equity portfolio worth during the sample period is EUR 23.510,-. The total 

sample average is approximately evenly weighted except for the RTG Cautious, which is around three 

times higher. Off course equity portfolio worth of each RTG fluctuated over time during the sample 

period, see Figure A8 Equity Portfolio Worth in Appendix for a detailed graphical representation. 

Figure A9 shows the total sample’s average portfolio worth versus both the AEX Index and 

the Lehman Bond Index. As shown, the equity index is far more volatile than the bond index. Yet the 

equity index also boast higher returns, at least within the data period of this research. As most retail 

investors in the sample are equity investors this explains the correlation between the sample’s average 

portfolio worth and the AEX Index that can be detected instantly on sight. The sample’s average 

portfolio worth displayed in figure A9 Average Portfolio Worth versus Benchmark Performance 

provides a basic picture on the total sample’s average investor portfolio worth relative to benchmark 

performances.   

 

Parameter distributions  

 Figures A10, A11, A12, and A13 show examples of distribution plots of CAR’s, annualized 

volatilities, portfolio Betas, and the resulting Sharpe ratios, Information ratios, and Treynor ratios. 

Except for some extreme outliers [outside three standard deviations from the respective mean] all 

variables’ and parameters’ distributions [except for volatility which follows a one-sided distribution] 

follow a bell-shaped curve for all RTG’s. CAR cut-off points are set at the outer domain limits [-1.0, 

1.0] [representing -100% up to 100% CAR’s], Sharpe cut-off points are established at outer domain 

limits [-3, 3] [representing all Sharpe ratios that lie between -3 and 3], volatility cut-off points are 

established at outer domain limits [0, 1.0] [representing annual volatilities that lie between 0% up to 

100%]. However table V through table XVI show that almost all RTG distribution of respective 
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CAR’s, volatilities, Treynor portfolio Betas, Sharpe ratios, Information ratios, and Treynor ratios are 

skewed, show strong kurtosis, and are strongly rejected for normality assumptions. The Jarque-Bera 

test statistic shows that no parameter qualifies to follow a standard normal distribution under this test 

statistic. This has to do which heavily skewed return distributions that stock returns are generally 

prone too, and subsequently skewed derived parameters.  

 

Parameter robustness  

 As parameter averages are potentially heavily affected by the skewed, peaked [kurtosis] return 

distributions table VIII, table XII, and table XVI show medians of CAR’s, volatilities or portfolio 

Betas, and Sharpe ratios, Information ratios, or Treynor ratios, respectively for each separate RTG. 

Medians provide for a far more robust measure over taking averages to compare of RTG’s based on 

the already mentioned parameters. All medians will now be discussed in more detail. 

In table VIII Sharpe ratio CAR’s show a 13.5% annual return for the least risk tolerant RTG 

Savings. All consecutive RTG’s show decreasing median CARS over progressive RTG’s. The only 

exception is the Defensive Risk Tolerance Group, with a higher median CAR than its preceding Risk 

Tolerance Group. Median CAR’s drop substantially by over 11% per annum for all RTG’s other than 

Savings. The highest drop in CAR of over 40% compared to RTG Savings occurs at the highest risk 

tolerant RTG Highly Speculative. Although the three lowest RTG’s Savings, Fixed Income, and 

Defensive nearly show close annual volatilities, median volatility increases dramatically for 

progressive RTG’s with 4%, 10%, 17%, and 35% for RTG’s Cautious, Offensive, Speculative, and 

Highly Speculative. In line with decreasing CAR’s and decreasing annual volatilities over progressive 

RTG’s, respective Sharpe ratios show an even stronger decrease. From lowest to highest RTG 

generated median Sharpe ratios are 0.95, 0.81, 0.85, 0.74, 0.71, 0.67, and 0.49, respectively. With the 

lowest RTG Savings as base year, the lowest median Sharpe ratio is almost halved. 

Table XII shows Information ratio parameters to be even more volatile. CAR’s, and due to this 

Information ratios averages too fluctuate even more than Sharpe ratios do. This occurs due to 

increased returns volatility as β is stripped out, leaving only α. Volatilities increase compared to 

Sharpe ratio volatilities; especially with RTG’s Offensive, Speculative, and Highly Speculative which 

become 30% more volatile. Information ratio medians are positive for all RTG’s except for the two 

highest RTG’s Speculative, and Highly Speculative. 

From lowest to highest RTG Savings, Fixed Income, Defensive, Cautious, Offensive, 

Speculative, to Highly Speculative, generated median Information ratios are 0.199, 0.080, 0.105, 

0.012, 0.026, -0.019, and -0.129, respectively. Taking the RTG with the highest median Information 

ratio RTG Savings as base year median Information ratio are steepening and decreasing over 50% for 

all RTG’s. As much and even more so than is the case with Sharpe ratios, CAR’s are the main 

contributing factor for lowered Information ratios over progressive RTG’s. 
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 Table XVI shows Treynor CAR’s of 13.5% return per annum for the least risk tolerant RTG 

Savings. All consecutive RTG’s show decreasing median CARS over progressing RTG’s. The only 

exception is the Defensive Risk Tolerance Group, which a higher median CAR than its preceding 

RTG. Median CAR’s drop substantially by over 11% per annum for all RTG’s other than Savings. The 

highest drop in CAR of over 40% compared to RTG Savings is seen at the highest risk tolerant RTG 

Highly Speculative. Portfolio Betas are very similar for the four lowest RTG’s Savings, Fixed Income, 

Defensive, and Cautious with 0%, 1%, -2%, and 2%, respectively. Yet portfolio Betas increase rapidly 

to 8%, 15%, and 38%, for RTG’s Offensive, Speculative, and Highly Speculative. All Treynor ratio 

medians are positive for all RTG;s with 0.113, 0.094, 0.099, 0.088, 0.083, and 0.076 for RTG’s 

Savings, Fixed Income, Defensive, Cautious, Offensive, Speculative, to Highly Speculative, 

respectively. Still, except for RTG Fixed Income, all RTG’s are lower than their preceding RTG with 

over halved Treynor ratios when comparing the highest RTG Savings and the lowest RTG Highly 

Speculative.   

Transactional data statistics  

 Large relatively decrease in Sharpe ratios, Information ratios, and Treynor ratios over 

progressive RTG’s may arise due to differences in trading behaviour between RTG’s. To enable a 

discussion of such effects table XVII through table XX show statistics on total transactional data, 

selling activity, buying activity, and selling/buying pressure by taking into account aggregated 

monthly trading activities of months that involve trading activity. Due to strong effects of extreme 

outliers on averages the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of RTG’s for statistics 

like turnovers, transaction amounts, and total portfolio worth. Monthly transaction total medians do 

not offer insight into differences between RTG’s. Although a positive relation between portfolio size 

and monthly transaction may exist [[larger portfolios offer greater potential for diversification which 

could raise the average number of monthly transactions]], average totals will not be greatly affected. 

Averages here do provide useful means for comparing transaction totals between RTG’s. This also 

particularly holds true for statistics on trading provisions.  

 

 Average and median turnover per transaction are computed by dividing the aggregate monthly 

selling transactions, buying transactions, and total transactions by the total monthly portfolio worth for 

buying, selling and total turnover respectively. Despite small differences between transaction averages,  

increased numbers of transactions show a rising trend over all progressive  RTG’s with 4.2, 4.2, 4.7, 

4.3, 5.0, 4.3, 5.0, 4.3, and 6.0 for all progressive RTG’s respectively. Yet all RTG turnover per 

transaction medians are approximately 50%. RTG Savings and RTG Highly Speculative have the 

largest transaction turnover medians of 56% and 67% respectively. RTG’s with relatively low monthly 

numbers of transactions like RTG Savings, Cautious, and Speculative, thus show relative increases in 

their transaction value per trade. RTG Defensive execute on average more yet relatively smaller 

median transactions, whilst RTG Offensive and Highly Speculative show relatively high monthly 

number of trade medians in conjunction with relatively high transaction amounts per trade.  
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 Although  no clear universal trend can be derived from these data, table XX shows that during 

the sample period more buying turnover was generated than selling turnover. On average per RTG 

median approximately 25% more buying transaction was executed relative to selling transactions. This 

figure sharply contrasts a declining negative transaction ratio average of -10% for RTG Savings to -

3% for Highly Speculative which shows that there were more selling transaction than buying 

transactions during the sample period. Since all turnover ratio medians are positive and indicate larger 

buy transaction turnover, negative transaction ratios might indicate [partial] profit taking during the 

sample period and reinvestment trades that could increase in total value over time.   

F. Statistical tests:  

 

One-factor ANOVA  

 One-factor ANOVA analyses whether Risk Tolerance Groups [RTG] differ statistically for 

each separate dependant variable [Sharpe ratio, Information ratio, and Treynor ratio] by means of 

Ordinary Least Square [OLS] regressions in Eviews [6th edition]. RTG Savings’s least risk tolerant 

group is set as base; RTG’s with increasing risk tolerances are compared against the basis regression 

outcomes by hand of dummy regression analysis. OLS regression analysis is performed on Sharpe 

ratios, Information ratios and Treynor ratios separately to determine whether RTG’s statistically differ. 

The OLS regression [Rij] for all risk adjustment ratios denotes the following formula: 

Rij C0 1 * RTG1i 2 * RTG2i 3 * RTG3i 4 * RTG4i 5 * RTG5i 6 * RTG6i ij 

 Where Rij is the selected dependant variable [Sharpe ratio, Information ratio, or Treynor ratio], 

Co is the regression constant [RTG Savings’ regression serving as basis for other RTG’s regressions] 

for investor i at time j; RTG1i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the 

fixed income risk tolerance group; RTG2i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is 

part of the defensive risk tolerance group; RTG3i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an 

investor is part of the cautious risk tolerance group; RTG4i is a binary dummy variable that states 

whether an investor is part of the offensive risk tolerance group; RTG5i is a binary dummy variable 

that states whether an investor is part of the speculative risk tolerance group; RTG6i is a binary dummy 

variable that states whether an investor is part of the highly speculative risk tolerance group and ij is 

the regression error term.  

 

Residual analysis  

 Wald tests have been performed on the regressions residuals and standard deviations to 

analyse whether each risk RTG’s averages [regression  ’s] are statistically different by testing for 

differences under a 2 distribution. Wald test are performed for each separate combination of RTG 

when OLS regression outcomes indicate statistically significant differences. This approach is repeated 

for each separate risk adjustment ranking method [Sharpe ratio, Information ratio, and Treynor ratio].  
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G. Hypotheses  

The following three hypotheses answer the primary [Does an individual investor risk premium 

puzzle exist under heterogeneous risk tolerances?] and secondary [Do individual investors possess 

equal investment abilities under heterogeneous risk tolerances?] research questions:  

 

Primary research question:  

 

 Hypothesis [1]: ‘Sharpe ratio averages are statistically equal for all risk tolerance groups’

  

Essentially all Risk Tolerance Groups [RTG] should not differ from one another 

fundamentally for linearity in the risk-return trade-off to hold. In case this is true, all ‘s of Sharpe 

ratio regression outcomes for each RTG should not be different statistically. Mathematically this 

outcome resembles 12344567. See figure 4 Expected Risk Profile Risk-Reward 

Ratio Curve in Appendix A for a graphical representation. 

 

Secondary research question:  

 

           Hypothesis [2]: ‘Information ratio averages are statistically equal for all risk tolerance groups’ 

 

When all RTG’s possess equal investment ability [here investment ability being defined as 

ability to track their benchmark] and are awarded the same average potential return on portfolio risk 

Information ratio averages should be the same for each RTG. Under the event that Information ratios 

differ between RTG’s one or more groups is better at tracking their benchmark index. In the event that 

Information ratio averages are equal for each RTG then all RTG averages [regression ‘s] should not 

be statistically different. Mathematically this outcome again resembles 12344567. 

See figure 4 Expected Risk Profile Risk-Reward Ratio Curve in Appendix A for a graphical 

representation. 

 

 Hypothesis [3]: ‘Treynor ratio averages are statistically equal for all risk tolerance groups’

  

When all RTG’s posses equal investment ability here investment ability being defined as 

ability to beat their benchmark] and are awarded the same average potential return on portfolio risk 

Treynor ratio aberages should be the same for each RTG. When Treynor ratios are unequal between 

RTG’s one or more groups is better at beating their benchmark index. In the event that Treynor ratio 

averages are equal for each RTG then all RTG averages [regression ‘s] should not be different 

statistically. Mathematically this outcome again resembles 12344567. See figure 4 

Expected Risk Profile Risk-Reward Ratio Curve in Appendix A for a graphical representation. 
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IV. Results 

 

A. Sharpe Ratios  

One-factor ANOVA  

 One-factor ANOVA by means of an OLS regression analysis shows all Risk Tolerance Group 

[RTG] averages to be statistically different for each RTG at the strongest level of statistical 

significance of α < 0.01; all RTG’s except RTG Defensive which shows medium significant results of 

α < 0.05. Table XXI shows the empirical results of the OLS regressions on Sharpe ratios. From lower 

to higher ranked RTG’s [this particular order being Savings, Fixed Income, Defensive, Cautious, 

Offensive, Speculative, and Highly Speculative, respectively] one-factor ANOVA by means of an 

OLS regression analysis generates the following significant respective Sharpe ratio averages: 0.88, 

0.79, 0.84, 0.72, 0.76, 0.73, and 0.44. Figure A14 shows the Sharpe ratios risk tolerance curve over the 

respective RTG’s. Sharpe ratio averages are not equal and scale down over progressive RTG’s. Only 

the Sharpe ratio average of RTG Defensive is larger than its preceding RTG Fixed Income. Albeit 

Sharpe ratio averages are lower than the theoretical risk-return equilibrium of one, all Sharpe ratio 

averages bear positive signs. Table 17 provides the same Sharpe ratio averages curve including a trend 

line that shows the negative slope of the curve. Figure A20 depicts the resulting regression residuals. 

 

Wald Tests  

 Wald tests performed on the standard deviations of Sharpe ratio averages and regression 

residual distributions show that all RTGs except two groups statistically differ from one another 

[meaning that each RTG differs from the other remaining six risk RTG’s] at the highest statistical 

significance level of α < 0.01. Table XXII shows the empirical results of the Wald Tests. Both RTG 

combination Fixed Income and Offensive, and RTG combination Cautious  and Speculative do not 

pass the Wald test at α < 0.2094 and α < 0.7373 respectively. Both RTG’s combinations do not even 

meet the lowest level of statistical significance; as such Sharpe ratio averages of RTG’s Fixed Income 

and Offensive and RTG’s Cautious  and Speculative cannot be deemed to be statistically differentiable 

from one another.   

 

B. Information Ratios  

 

One-factor ANOVA  

 One-factor ANOVA by means of an OLS regression analysis shows all Risk Tolerance Group 

[RTG] averages to be statistically different for each RTG at the strongest level of statistical 

significance of α < 0.01. Table XXIII shows the empirical results of the OLS regressions on 

Information ratios. From lower to higher ranked RTG’s one-factor ANOVA by means of an OLS 

regression analysis generates the following significant respective Information ratio averages: 0.22, 
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0.12, 0.14, 0.04, 0.10, 0.08, and -0.13. Figure A15 shows the Information ratios risk tolerance curve 

over the respective RTG’s. Information ratio averages are not equal and scale down over progressive 

RTG’s. Only the Information  ratio averages of RTG Defensive and Cautious are out of line of the 

downward sloping trend. RTG Defensive is larger than its preceding RTG Fixed Income and RTG 

Cautious is far lower than both its neighbouring RTG’s. Still all Information ratios except for the 

highest RTG Highly Speculative bear positive signs. Table 18 provides the same Information ratio 

averages curve including a trend line that shows the negative slope of the curve. Figure A21 depicts 

the resulting regression residuals.  

 

Wald Tests  

 Wald tests performed on the standard deviations of Information ratio averages and regression 

residual distributions show that all RTGs except RTG Fixed Income significantly differ from one 

another with α < 0.01. Table XXIV shows the empirical results of the Wald Tests. RTG Fixed Income 

Information ratio averages are significantly different from RTG Cautious and Highly Speculative with 

α < 0.01 and differs from RTG Speculative at only α < 0.10. RTG Fixed Income Information ratio 

averages cannot be distinguished from RTG Defensive or Offensive. RTG Offensive is significantly 

different from every other RTG with α < 0.01except for RTG Speculative with just α < 0. 10.  

 

C. Treynor Ratios  

 

One-factor ANOVA  

 One-factor ANOVA by means of an OLS regression analysis shows all Risk Tolerance Group 

[RTG] averages to be statistically different for each RTG at the strongest level of statistical 

significance of α < 0.01.Table XXVI shows the empirical results of the OLS regressions on Treynor 

ratios. From lower to higher ranked RTG’s one-factor ANOVA by means of an OLS regression 

analysis generates the following significant respective Treynor ratio averages: 0.103, 0.090, 0.098, 

0.084, 0.088, 0.085, and 0.053. Figure A16 shows the Treynor ratios risk tolerance curve over the 

respective RTG’s. Treynor ratio averages are not equal and scale down over progressive RTG’s. Only 

the Treynor ratio averages of RTG Defensive and Offensive are slightly larger than their preceding 

RTG’s. All Treynor ratio averages show positive signs. Table 19 provides the same Treynor ratio 

averages curve including a trend line that shows the negative slope of the curve. Figure A22 further 

shows the resulting regression residuals. 

Residual Wald Tests  

 Wald tests performed on the standard deviations of Treynor ratio averages and regression 

residual distributions show that only RTGs Savings and Speculative are highly significantly different 

from all other RTGs. Treynor ratio averages RTG Speculative does not significantly differ from its 

lower RTG ‘s Cautious and Offensive, whilst Treynor ratio averages RTG Offensive and Fixed 

Income also are deemed similar. Table XXIV shows the empirical results of the Wald Tests.  
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V. Discussion 

 Sharpe ratio averages are highly significant and depict a downward trend over progressive 

Risk Tolerance Groups [RTG]. From a strictly theoretical standpoint all Sharpe ratios are below one, 

the generally accepted rate for a normal Sharpe ratio. With an average Sharpe ratio of 0.88 RTG 

Savings is the best performing RTG. Average Sharpe ratios decline steadily over progressive RTG’s, 

yet the highest RTG Fixed Income show a large decrease in its Sharpe ratio average of 0.45. ANOVA 

Sharpe ratio averages are in line with RTG Sharpe ratio medians, although Sharpe ratio medians are 

slightly higher compared to the ANOVA Sharpe ratio average regression results. Information ratio 

averages too are highly significant and also depict a downward trend over progressive Risk Tolerance 

Groups [RTG]. Average Information ratios show an improved ability to track the benchmark over 

decreasing RTG’s. All Information ratio averages bear positive signs; except the Information ratio 

average of the highest RTG. This indicates all, except the highest, RTG’s are able to track their 

market. Also Treynor ratio averages depict a slowly negative slope over increasing RTG’s. 

Interestingly all Treynor ratio averages bear positive signs for every RTG. This indicates that in 

general all RTG’s beat their benchmark.  

 All RTG Sharpe ratio averages bear positive signs, yet are lower than one. Returns are being 

generated by individual investors by adding on more market risk [beta]  to the investor portfolios. 

These results are to be expected for largely undiversified, high beta stock portfolios, and are in line 

with Van Nieuwerburgh et al. [2006] who show how under diversification may effectively lead to 

outperformance. In general investors have limited ability to acquire favourable information on a large 

number of stocks, enabling local investors to better exploit possible ‘local’ information asymmetries. 

This would  explain under diversification in part. Moreover, portfolio tilting investments towards 

small, high-beta stocks, and towards value stocks further increases retail investor portfolio 

performance, as Barber et al. [1998a] and Ivković et al. [2005] show.  

 Large relatively decrease in Sharpe ratios, Information ratios, and Treynor ratios over 

progressive RTG’s could arise due to differences in trading behaviour between RTG’s. Table XVII 

through table XX show statistics on total transactional data, selling activity, buying activity, and 

selling/buying pressure by taking into account aggregated monthly trading activities of months that 

involve trading activity. Despite small differences between transaction averages, increased numbers of 

transactions show a rising trend over all progressive RTG’s with 4.2, 4.2, 4.7, 4.3, 5.0, 4.3, 5.0, 4.3, 

and 6.0 for all progressive RTG’s respectively. Yet all RTG turnover per transaction medians are 

approximately 50%. RTG Savings and RTG Highly Speculative have the largest transaction turnover 

medians of 56% and 67% respectively. RTG’s with relatively low monthly numbers of transactions 

like RTG Savings, Cautious, and Speculative, thus show relative increases in their transaction value 

per trade. RTG Defensive execute on average more yet relatively smaller median transactions, whilst 

RTG Offensive and Highly Speculative show relatively high monthly number of trade medians in 

conjunction with relatively high transaction amounts per trade.  Although  no clear universal trend can 

be derived from these data, table XX shows that during the sample period more buying turnover was 
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generated than selling turnover. On average per RTG median approximately 25% more buying 

transaction was executed relative to selling transactions. This figure sharply contrasts a declining 

negative transaction ratio average of -10% for RTG Savings to -3% for Highly Speculative which 

shows that there were more selling transaction than buying transactions during the sample period. 

Since all turnover ratio medians are positive and indicate larger buy transaction turnover, negative 

transaction ratios might indicate [partial] profit taking during the sample period and reinvestment 

trades that could increase in total value over time. By lack of analysis at a deeper level than monthly 

aggregated return data,  trading statistics do not offer a satisfactory explanation for the produced 

positive Sharpe ratios, Information ratios, and Treynor ratios. 

Research limitations 

 This research primary aim was to investigate whether a risk premium puzzle exists for 

individual investors under heterogeneous levels of risk tolerance. As discussed in the literature section 

of this study, there are behavioural biases that affect investor performance negatively such as 

overconfidence, the disposition effect, and discussed effects of under reactions, overreactions and 

herding; moreover there are also behavioural biases that potentially affect gross investor portfolio 

performance positively. These behavioural biases include the familiarity effect, and portfolio tilting. 

Since empirical data suggests that there is indeed an individual investor risk premium puzzle, future 

research should be aimed at testing what behavioural biases are, or may be in part, responsible for the 

existence of this risk premium puzzle. Future research should analyse individual trades separately to 

investigate disposition effects.   

 The data in this research stretches over a primarily bull market environment. Unfortunately it 

has not been possible to obtain a dataset which such an extensive timeframe that effects of bull and 

bear market conditions can be analysed and possibly be filtered out if necessary. Future research 

however should consider this fact. Moreover, under the assumption that retail investors typically under 

diversify and tilt their portfolio towards high beta stocks one argument could be that research 

outcomes are probably upwardly biased due to bull market environment; under such conditions 

investment portfolios with high stock exposure, and more specifically high small cap/growth funds, 

will profit from current market conditions over other asset classes which biases results.   

 Please note that all data is analyzed strictly from a mean-variance perspective, ignoring third 

and fourth moment effects. In fact skewness and kurtosis of return distributions may largely affect 

return distributions and thus empirical results of research that ignores third and fourth moments of not 

normally distributed portfolio returns. Such effects should be analyzed and should be corrected.  

 Other research limitations are the result of the choice to exclude accounts of investor that trade 

derivatives [excluding both investors who purely traded derivatives as well as  equity investors that 

also traded derivatives] from this research. Also the use of aggregated monthly data instead of daily, 

high frequency or preferably even exact ‘per trade’ information limited volatility estimates and did not 

allow for separate trade analysis of portfolio risk return dynamics.  
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Suggestion for further research  

 Suggestions for further research is increasing the scope of this research of the individual 

investor equity premium puzzle onto investor equity portfolios, derivatives portfolios, and 

combinations of equity and derivatives portfolios. Such portfolio returns could be analyzed 

scrutinizing between asset mix, take on a quintile for risk to quintile to return approach, or scrutinize 

between investment styles. Another suggestion would be to take into account specific portfolios’ asset 

mixes to specifically control complex portfolios for the chosen asset mix and leverage effects to enable 

for such risk comparison. Furthermore, each individual trade and its corresponding impact on portfolio 

risk and respective returns could provide interesting insights in whether individual investor are able to 

hedge their portfolios in order to minimize risk and maximize returns and what strategies they pursue 

in trying to achieve such goals and how these strategies may vary or fluctuate depending situational 

and market factors.   

 

 In this light further research should be conducted on the basis of actual effects of behavioral 

biases in the context of more complex portfolios that include, or are even constructed solely out of 

[combinations of various types of] derivatives. The practice of stripping derivatives from complex 

portfolios that include equities and derivatives and to study only the yielded equity returns should be 

abandoned. Behavioral biases to be investigated in more complex individual investor portfolios again 

include overconfidence, the disposition effect, and discussed effects of under reactions, overreactions, 

herding, the familiarity effect, and portfolio tilting.   

 

 It is further recommended that future research on data derived from retail investor trading 

accounts should analyze whether return distributions are in fact [heavily] skewed and have fat tails 

[kurtosis]. Future research should correct for third and fourth moment effects, for instance by use of 

the Modified Sharpe ratio, which considers all return distribution moments.  

 

 
"Risk is one word, but it is not one number." 

 
- Harry M. Kat - 
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VI. Conclusion  

These research outcomes show there to be an individual equity risk premium in the field  of 

retail investors under heterogeneous risk tolerance. Additional risk uptake is on awarded lowered 

additional returns. This shows that individual investors are in fact increasingly risk loving as their level 

of risk tolerance heightens. This research shows that, under bull market conditions, all retail equity 

investor portfolios’ average Sharpe ratios bear  positively signs.  

Moreover, all equity investor portfolios’ average Information ratios bear  positively signs, 

except for the investor group with the highest risk tolerance level. Also all retail equity investor 

portfolios’ average Sharpe ratios bear  positively signs. These findings indicate that retail equity 

investors generate positive Sharpe ratios despite holding undiversified portfolio;  retail equity investors 

are able to track their benchmark index as Information ratio averages, all but one, bear positive signs; 

and that equity investors are able to beat their benchmark index as Treynor ratio averages all bear 

positive signs. In essence, these findings indicates retail equity investors do have investment abilities.  

 

 Also, retail investor portfolios on average are awarded a positive Information ratio. On the 

basis of either the total number of risk tolerance groups or the cumulative numbers of retail investors 

that show positive Information ratios, this research shows that on average retail individuals actually 

beat the market. This refutes earlier works of Barber et al. [2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2002], Barber 

et al. [2006], and Barber et al. [2009] which state that retail investor’s trade to their detriment.  

 

 

 

"Some people think that behavioural finance introduced psychology into finance, but psychology was never out 

of finance. Although models of behaviour differ, all behaviour is based on psychology." 

- Statman - 
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Appendix 

Source: Own Contribution.     

 

 

 

    

 

Source: Own Contribution.     

 

   

Figure A1. Representation of CAPM [Capital 
Asset  Pricing Model] and the SML [Security 
Market Line], also known as the Market Risk 
Premium [blue line]. 

Figure A2. Representation of the assumed 
theoretical Risk-Return Trade-off that exists in 
financial markets. 
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Source: Own Contribution.         

  

 

Source: Own Contribution.

 

 
  

Figure A6. Total Return – Risk Composition. Total return risk is broken down into three separate 
risk components: the risk free rate [green line], Beta returns [blue line], and Alpha returns [red line]. 
Returns become increasingly volatile throughout the depicted return components, increasing risk on an 
investment that produces similar returns. 

Figure A5. Representation of dropouts per Risk Tolerance Group. The dropout 
period starts in July 2005, and that all trading account with 30 or less monthly return 
periods are excluded in June 2005 halfway during the data period. Accounts that are 
terminated before this time have a portfolio worth of zero and are thus excluded 
from analysis later on. This graph shows the dropout ratio during the second half of 
the data period showing that all risk tolerance groups depreciate in numbers 
approximately equally rapid over time. The broadest risk tolerance group also shows 
the highest absolute numbers of dropouts during the period.
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Source: Own Contribution.         

 

Figure A7. Power plot of statistical power curve for various levels of levels of statistical 
significance under α of one percent [red line], five percent [blue line] and nine percent [green 
line]; the latter α of nine percent approximates α of ten percent [GPower 3.0 software did not 
allow to portray one, five, and ten percentages in a single graph.. 

 

Source: Own Contribution.  

             

Figure A8. Equity Portfolio Worth – Risk Tolerance Group Averages. Graphical 
representation of all Risk Tolerance Groups average portfolio worth’s throughout the entire data 
period starting at months-end of 2003 up to months-end of June 2008. Also the Total Sample 
average is depicted. 
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Source: Own Contribution  

                     
             Figure A9. Average Portfolio Worth Versus Benchmark Performance. Basic picture on the  
 total sample’s average investor portfolio worth relative to benchmark performances 

 

  Source: Own Contribution. [Eviews 6.0 output].   

 

  

 

Figure A10. Sharpe ratio CAR distribution cut-offs. 
Distribution plots of Sharpe ratio CAR’s for all Risk Tolerance 
Groups. CAR cut-off points out at outer domain limits [-1.0, 
1.0] [-100% up to 100% CAR]. 
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Source: Own Contribution. [Eviews 6.0 output].    

 

 

  Source: Own Contribution. [Eviews 6.0 output].    

 

 

Figure A12. Sharpe ratio distributions cut-offs. Distributions 
of Sharpe ratios for all Risk Tolerance Groups. Sharpe ratios cut-
off points out at outer domain limits [-3, 3].

Figure A11. Sharpe ratio volatility distributions cut-offs. 
Distribution plots of volatilities for all Risk Tolerance Groups. 
Volatility cut-off points out at outer domain limits [0, 1.0] [0% 
up to 100% annual volatilities]. 
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Source: Own Contribution [Eviews 6.0 output].    

 

 
 
 

Source: Own Contribution. 

 

 
 

Figure A14. Sharpe ratios Risk Tolerance Curve.   
Sharpe ratio averages of ANOVA regression results for all 
Risk Tolerance Groups [blue line] and indicative equal risk-
return trade-off equilibrium [green line].  

Figure A13. Information ratio distributions cut-offs. 
Distributions of Information ratios for all Risk Tolerance Groups. 
Information ratios cut-off points out at outer domain limits [-3, 3]. 
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Source: Own Contribution. 

 

 

 

 

Figure A16. Treynor ratios Risk Tolerance Curve.  
Treynor ratio averages of ANOVA regression results for all 
Risk Tolerance Groups. 

Figure A15. Information ratios Risk Tolerance Curve. 
Information ratio averages of ANOVA regression results for 
all Risk Tolerance Groups.  
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Source: Own Contribution. 

 

 

Source: Own Contribution. 

 

 
 
 

Figure A18. Information ratios Risk Tolerance Curve with 
trendline. Information ratio averages of ANOVA regression 
results for all Risk Tolerance Groups with added trend line. 

Figure A17. Sharpe ratios Risk Tolerance Curve with 
trendline. Sharpe ratio averages of ANOVA regression 
results for all Risk Tolerance Groups with added trend line. 
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Source: Own Contribution. 

 

 
 
 

          Source: Own Contribution.      

     

  
 

Figure A20. Residuals Sharpe Ratio. All 
Sharpe ratios, except for one obviously large 
outlier of over 150, are within normal ranges.   

Figure A19. Treynor ratios Risk Tolerance Curve with 
trendline. Treynor ratio averages of ANOVA regression 
results for all Risk Tolerance Groups with added trend line. 
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            Source: Own Contribution.      

 

            

 
                Source: Own Contribution.       

 

            

 
 
  

Figure A22. Residuals Treynor Ratios. All 
Sharpe ratios, except for one obviously large 
outlier of over 15, are within normal ranges. 

Figure A21. Residuals Information Ratios. 
All Sharpe ratios, except for one obviously large 
outlier of over 150, are within normal ranges. 
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TABLE I 

SAMPLE SELECTION 

This table presents an overview of the dataset which has been obtained directly from the Dutch market leader, 

a top five European brokerage firm. Various stages show the selection of subsamples based on account 

criteria upon which trading accounts are excluded from the dataset. First business accounts are excluded 

together with minority accounts as such accounts are subject to legal trading restrictions and are not 

necessarily managed solely by the private investor in question. To minimize for learning effects all accounts 

that have been opened up during start of the data period are excluded from the dataset. Thus all trading 

accounts have been setup somewhere within three years prior to start of the data period at January 2003. As 

such learning effects on returns generated by potential newcomers whom are willing to learn by trading 

despite incurring learning costs are minimised. To be able to categorize retail investors into different Risk 

Tolerance Groups only those investors are selected that fully filled out their risk tolerance profile 

questionnaire electronically on the website. All others are excluded from the dataset. This leaves 11.1% of 

the initial total sample of retail investors at June 2008 of which 14% cancelled their trading account at some 

point during the sample period.   

Accounts  

  

N 
% of   

previous Population 

Ultimo June 2008 110136 100% 100% 

        
Business [non-retail]   4210 - 3.8% 3.8% 
<18 yrs of age   2051 - 1.9% 1.9% 

Remaining 103875 94.3% 94.3% 

        

Opened up during/after data period 47889 - 46.1% 43.5% 

Remaining 55986 53.9% 50.8% 

        
Risk profile not determined 26075 - 46.6% 23.7% 

Remaining accounts 29911 53.4% 27.2% 

        
Not registered online 17688 - 59.1% 16.1% 

Total sample 12223 40.9% 11.1% 

        
Dropouts 1544 12.6% 1.4% 

Survivors 10679 87.4% 9.7% 
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TABLE II 

RISK CHARACTERIZATION 

This table presents the risk profile scores that lead to a 

classification into seven different risk profiles, also referred to as 

Risk Tolerance Groups in this thesis. These risk profile scores have 

been previously setup by the broker under MiFID regulatory 

requirements. Retail clients are informed regarding the outcome of 

their risk profile score after filling out the obligatory questionnaire. 

Risk Characterization Risk Profile Score

Savings   0 – 10 
Bonds   11 – 30 
Defensive   31 – 60 
Cautious   61 – 80 
Offensive   81 – 110 
Speculative   111 – 180 
Highly speculative   181 – 1000 

 

 

TABLE III 

SAMPLE PARTITIONING 

This table presents the dropout numbers and ratios for each Risk Tolerance Group during the selected sample 

period. Dropout rates are distributed fairly evenly over the selected sample when compared to the total 

sample population.  

Risk characterization 

 

Sample Partitioning 

 

Total Sample 

survivors % dropouts % dropout ratio N % 

Savings 561 5.3% 119 0.9% 21.2% 680 5.6% 

Fixed income 580 5.4% 109 0.8% 18.8% 689 5.6% 

Defensive 3.212 30.1% 621 4.5% 19.3% 3.833 31.4% 
Cautious 1.676 15.7% 241 1.8% 14.4% 1.917 15.7% 
Offensive 1.336 12.5% 143 1.0% 10.7% 1.479 12.1%

Speculative 1.910 17.9% 163 1.2% 8.5% 2.073 17.0% 

Highly speculative 1.404 13.1% 148 1.1% 10.5% 1.552 12.7% 

Total 10.679 87.4% 1.544 12.6% 12.6% 12.223 100%
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TABLE IV 
ASSET CLASS RETURN DISTRIBUTIONS 

This table presents normality assumptions by means of the Jarque-Bera test 

statistic showing increased JB rejection rates and increased skewness for 

increasingly small, undiversified asset classes.  

  Jarque-Bera test statistic 

Asset class   JB rejection*   Median*   Median skew 

Investment Grade Bonds   14.30%   2.1   -0.27 

OECD Market Indices   15.80%   2.2   -0.33 

FX Rates   26.10%   1.1   0.33 

Large OECD Equities   36.90%   3.3   0.25 

Large Financial Institutions   37.90%   3.7   -0.04 

Emerging Market Country Indices   43.80%   5.3   0.47 

OECD Mid Cap Equities   47.50%   5.4   0.35 

Financial Institutions   49.80%   5.9   0.24 

Gas 52.40%   6.5   0.47 

Mid Cap Financial Institutions   53.90%   6.9   0.35 

Electricity   62.00%   11.6   0.35 

Low Grade Bonds   66.70%   18.6   -0.26 

Emerging Market Stocks   71.00%   20.8   0.93 

Telecoms 79.30%   41.1   1.2 

Hedge Funds   84.60%   63.5   -1.05 

Tiny Firms [AIM]   89.00%   67.4   1.15 

  * % assets rejecting Jarque-Bera test at 5% level; median value of Jarque-Bera statistics 
Source: Pedersen and Rudholm-Alfvin [2003] 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



TABLE V 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: CAR  

This table shows the Cumulative Aggregated Returns [CAR] for the Sharpe ratios. CAR’s are produced by calculating the 

average monthly returns over an 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for CAR’s of all seven Risk 

Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages 

the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly the highest CAR is attained by 

the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median CAR of 13% per annum. All consecutive Risk Tolerance 

Groups show decreasing median CARS over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. The only exception is the Defensive Risk 

Tolerance Group, which a higher median CAR than its preceding Risk Tolerance Group. All Risk Tolerance Group CAR’s 

distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, it is strongly 

rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.58 0.53 0.54 0.41 1.12 0.96 0.25 

 Median 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 

 Maximum 172.00 126.45 364.47 185.76 1420.36 210.57 79.82 

 Minimum -3.32 -2.17 -13.41 -21.21 -12.07 -11.94 -7.07 

 Std. Dev. 6.82 4.94 6.40 4.71 19.75 9.04 2.66 

 Skewness 19.19 18.16 28.57 27.00 44.07 14.83 22.72 

 Kurtosis 396.25 388.28 1121.16 868.92 2523.80 250.94 596.94 

 Jarque-Bera 59253070 57014499 2520000000 740000000 4580000000 60436797 156000000 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 5238.61 4840.31 25847.43 9665.04 19401.77 22398.22 2679.69 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 423695 223089 1980556 523207 6734359 1900926 74700 

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE VI 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: VOLATILITIES 

This table shows the volatilities for the Sharpe ratios. Volatilities are produced by calculating the standard deviation of 

monthly returns over an 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for volatilities of all seven Risk Tolerance 

Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages the 

median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly the lowest volatility is attained by 

the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median volatility of 15% per annum. All consecutive Risk 

Tolerance Groups show increasing median volatilities over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. All Risk Tolerance Groups’ 

volatilities’ distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, 

it is strongly rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.33 0.35 0.34 

 Median 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.20 

 Maximum 7.21 7.15 7.66 7.37 8.03 7.22 6.08 

 Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Std. Dev. 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.50 0.65 0.67 0.45 

 Skewness 10.30 8.04 8.22 6.80 7.74 6.58 5.80 

 Kurtosis 131.64 83.24 91.88 65.20 76.25 55.20 54.88 

 Jarque-Bera 6442104 2549490 16437404 3985179 4033831 2808626 1238991 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 2335.39 2438.14 13035.91 6866.24 5616.53 8222.85 3583.85 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 2171 2383 11542 5889 7225 10494 2121 

  

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE VII 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: SHARPE RATIOS 

This table shows the actual calculated Sharpe ratios that have been computed by dividing the previously calculated CAR’s by 

the previously calculated annualised volatilities, both based on 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for 

Sharpe ratios of all seven Risk Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects 

of extreme outliers on averages the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly 

the highest Sharpe ratio is attained by the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median Sharpe ratio of 

0.95. All consecutive Risk Tolerance Groups show decreasing median Sharpe ratios over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. 

The only exception is the Defensive Risk Tolerance Group, which a higher median Sharpe ratio than its preceding Risk 

Tolerance Group. All Risk Tolerance Groups’ Sharpe ratio distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as 

such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, it is strongly rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.88 0.79 0.84 0.72 0.76 0.73 0.44 

 Median 0.95 0.81 0.85 0.74 0.71 0.67 0.49 

 Maximum 23.90 17.72 47.79 34.19 178.02 35.88 13.18 

 Minimum -3.54 -3.65 -9.78 -11.78 -8.30 -7.68 -8.21 

 Std. Dev. 1.36 1.23 1.38 1.30 2.73 1.76 1.15 

 Skewness 5.56 3.19 7.27 5.40 33.61 7.75 0.85 

 Kurtosis 81.37 38.28 165.14 128.22 1742.78 112.44 14.95 

 Jarque-Bera 2374239 488320 53182699 15497336 2180000000 11799738 63616 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 7978.62 7159.20 40287.04 16966.76 13066.74 16821.33 4592.13 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 16748 13746 91476 39933 128396 71932 13976 

  

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE VIII 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: MEDIANS SHARPE RATIOS 

This table shows a summary of the medians of previously discussed CAR’s, volatilities, and Sharpe ratios for all Risk 

Tolerance Groups. In addition, taking Risk Tolerance Group Savings as base, the percent change over progressing 

Risk Tolerance Groups is depicted. Clearly the increase of median volatility over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups 

works in conjunction with an even greater drop in median CAR’s over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups, resultantly 

decreasing median Sharpe ratios over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. 

Risk Category CAR % change * Vol % change * Sharpe ratios % change * 

Savings 0.1347 0% 0.1513 0% 0.9463 0% 
Fixed Income 0.1106 -18% 0.1515 0% 0.8149 -14% 
Defensive 0.1193 -11% 0.1496 -1% 0.8457 -11% 
Cautious 0.1085 -19% 0.1566 4% 0.7447 -21% 
Offensive 0.1057 -22% 0.1660 10% 0.7052 -25% 
Speculative 0.1013 -25% 0.1763 17% 0.6729 -29% 
Highly 
Speculative 0.0813 -40%  0.2039 35%   0.4870 -49% 

* percentage change compared to Savings as base group 
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TABLE IX 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: CAR 

This table shows the Cumulative Aggregated Returns [CAR] for the calculated Information ratios. CAR’s are produced by 

calculating the average monthly returns over an 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for CAR’s of all 

seven Risk Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on 

averages the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly the highest CAR is 

attained by the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median CAR of 2% per annum. All consecutive Risk 

Tolerance Groups show decreasing median CARS over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. The only exceptions are the 

Defensive and Offensive Risk Tolerance Groups, showing slightly higher median CAR’s than their preceding Risk Tolerance 

Groups. All Risk Tolerance Group CAR’s distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high 

Jarque-Bera test statistics, it is strongly rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.46 0.39 0.40 0.28 0.97 0.83 0.14 

 Median 0.020 0.007 0.010 0.001 0.002 -0.002 -0.027 

 Maximum 174.13 119.13 315.97 178.16 1377.32 201.01 75.96 

 Minimum -3.49 -1.86 -15.25 -22.86 -12.07 -10.99 -7.08 

 Std. Dev. 6.89 4.58 5.99 4.53 18.82 8.72 2.65 

 Skewness 19.71 18.32 26.94 26.77 44.32 14.72 22.88 

 Kurtosis 422.85 396.47 970.80 851.10 2578.23 245.40 602.83 

 Jarque-Bera 67491910 59450699 1890000000 710000000 4780000000 57791621 159000000 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 4217.11 3581.24 19456.47 6720.79 16709.76 19213.54 1494.50 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 432392 191325 1734723 484739 6118432 1767605 74078 

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE X 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: VOLATILITIES 

This table shows the volatilities for the calculated Information ratios. Volatilities are produced by calculating the standard 

deviation of monthly returns over an 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for volatilities of all seven Risk 

Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages 

the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly the lowest volatility is attained by 

the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median volatility of 11% per annum. All consecutive Risk 

Tolerance Groups show increasing median volatilities over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. All Risk Tolerance Groups’ 

volatilities’ distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, it is 

strongly rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.22 0.24 0.24 0.26 0.30 0.33 0.31 

 Median 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.17 

 Maximum 7.28 7.15 7.63 7.35 8.08 7.27 6.09 

 Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Std. Dev. 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.50 0.65 0.68 0.45 

 Skewness 10.27 8.02 8.17 6.75 7.72 6.56 5.84 

 Kurtosis 130.95 82.72 90.69 64.21 75.79 54.85 55.29 

 Jarque-Bera 6373269 2517136 16006472 3862485 3984268 2773095 1258682 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 2032.04 2151.74 11490.81 6115.80 5098.20 7571.23 3288.71 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 2211 2410 11710 5996 7335 10658 2148 

  

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE XI 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: INFORMATION RATIOS 

This table shows the actual calculated Information ratios that have been computed by dividing the previously calculated 

CAR’s by the previously calculated annualised volatilities, both based on 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are 

shown for Information ratios of all seven Risk Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to 

relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk 

Tolerance Groups. Clearly the highest Information ratio is attained by the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which 

generates a median Information ratio of 0.20. All consecutive Risk Tolerance Groups show decreasing median Sharpe ratios 

over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. The only exceptions are the Defensive and Offensive Risk Tolerance Groups, 

which both show higher median Information ratios than their preceding Risk Tolerance Groups. Except the Fixed Income and 

Highly Speculative Risk Tolerance Groups, all Risk Tolerance Groups’ Information ratio distributions are highly skewed, all 

exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, normality is strongly rejected. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.22 0.12 0.14 0.04 0.1 0.09 -0.14 
 Median 0.20 0.08 0.10 0.01 0.03 -0.02 -0.13 
 Maximum 23.95 16.69 41.52 32.79 172.51 33.8 12.49 
 Minimum -3.47 -3.45 -9.83 -13.53 -8.7 -7.65 -8.11 
 Std. Dev. 1.37 1.22 1.36 1.3 2.65 1.76 1.16 
 Skewness 6.5 3.17 6.58 5.16 32.56 7.62 1.09 
 Kurtosis 97.58 35.42 130.15 115.37 1682.91 106.35 16.78 

 Jarque-Bera 3454330 414401 32790581 12492107 2.03E+09 10539565 84991 
 Probability 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 Sum 1955.99 1118.07 6804.06 965.9 1742.01 2029.74 -1416.55 
 Sum Sq. Dev. 16961 13573 89359 39955 120797 71592 14098 

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE XII 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: MEDIANS INFORMATION RATIOS 

This table shows a summary of the medians of previously discussed CAR’s, volatilities, and Information ratios for all 

Risk Tolerance Groups. In addition, taking Risk Tolerance Group Savings as base, the percent change over 

progressing Risk Tolerance Groups is depicted. Clearly the increase of median volatility over progressing Risk 

Tolerance Groups works in conjunction with an even greater drop in median CAR’s over progressing Risk Tolerance 

Groups, resultantly decreasing median Information ratios over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. 

Risk Category CAR % change * Vol % change * Information ratios % change * 

Savings 0.0196 0% 0.1130 0% 0.1991 0% 
Fixed Income 0.0073 -63% 0.1173 4% 0.0804 -60% 
Defensive 0.0102 -48% 0.1147 1% 0.1045 -48% 
Cautious 0.0009 -96% 0.1211 7% 0.0120 -94% 
Offensive 0.0024 -88% 0.1337 18% 0.0262 -87% 
Speculative -0.0017 -108% 0.1420 26% -0.0189 -109% 
Highly 
Speculative -0.0166 -185%  0.1710 51%   -0.1292 -165% 

* percentage change compared to Savings as base group 
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TABLE XIII 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: CAR  

This table shows the Cumulative Aggregated Returns [CAR] for the Treynor ratios. CAR’s are produced by calculating the 

average monthly returns over an 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for CAR’s of all seven Risk 

Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages 

the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly the highest CAR is attained by 

the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median CAR of 13% per annum. All consecutive Risk Tolerance 

Groups show decreasing median CARS over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. The only exception is the Defensive Risk 

Tolerance Group, which a higher median CAR than its preceding Risk Tolerance Group. All Risk Tolerance Group CAR’s 

distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, it is strongly 

rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.58 0.53 0.54 0.41 1.12 0.96 0.25 

 Median 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 

 Maximum 172.00 126.45 364.47 185.76 1420.36 210.57 79.82 

 Minimum -3.32 -2.17 -13.41 -21.21 -12.07 -11.94 -7.07 

 Std. Dev. 6.82 4.94 6.40 4.71 19.75 9.04 2.66 

 Skewness 19.19 18.16 28.57 27.00 44.07 14.83 22.72 

 Kurtosis 396.25 388.28 1121.16 868.92 2523.80 250.94 596.94 

 Jarque-Bera 59253070 57014499 2520000000 740000000 4580000000 60436797 156000000 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 5238.61 4840.31 25847.43 9665.04 19401.77 22398.22 2679.69 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 423695 223089 1980556 523207 6734359 1900926 74700 

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE XIV 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: PORTFOLIO BETAS  

This table shows the Treynor portfolio Betas for the Treynor ratio calculations. Portfolio Beta’s are generated by calculating the 

average monthly returns over an 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for portfolio Beta’s of all seven Risk 

Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages the 

median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. Clearly the lowest portfolio Beta is attained by the 

Defensive Risk Tolerance Group Savings which generates a median portfolio Beta’s of 1.28. Roughly speaking most consecutive Risk 

Tolerance Groups show decreasing median portfolio Beta’s over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups, if it were not for the Defensive 

Risk Tolerance Group’s median portfolio Beta which is lower than its preceding Risk Tolerance Group. All Risk Tolerance Group 

portfolio Beta’s distributions are highly skewed, exhibit strong kurtosis and as such, based on the high Jarque-Bera test statistics, it is 

strongly rejected that their respective follow a normal distribution. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 2.30 2.68 2.51 2.69 3.09 3.47 3.51 

 Median 1.31 1.33 1.28 1.34 1.42 1.50 1.80 

 Maximum 93.26 78.80 80.09 86.11 98.04 95.61 84.73 

 Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Std. Dev. 5.05 5.96 5.30 5.28 6.63 7.25 6.14 

 Skewness 10.26 7.17 7.72 6.98 7.06 6.16 6.62 

 Kurtosis 129.89 63.36 75.78 66.70 63.82 48.74 61.95 

 Jarque-Bera 6204942 1438048 11125946 4175844 2805407 2174920 1585674 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 20768.98 24051.09 120983.80 63411.83 53389.05 80623.05 36577.75 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 229606 318518 1353080 655839 758393 1221983 392977 

  

 Observations 9013 8967 48237 23565 17271 23259 10427 
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TABLE XV 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: TREYNOR RATIOS  

This table shows the actual calculated Treynor ratios that have been computed by dividing the previously calculated CAR’s by the 

previously calculated annualised volatilities, both based on 18 month rolling window. Descriptive statistics are shown for Treynor 

ratios of all seven Risk Tolerance Groups placed in order of increasing risk tolerance. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme 

outliers on averages the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups. The highest Treynor ratio 

contributed to the lowest Risk Tolerance Group Savings which yields a median Treynor ratio 0.11. All consecutive Risk Tolerance 

Groups show decreasing median Treynor ratios over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. The only exception is the Defensive Risk 

Tolerance Group, which shows a higher median Treynor ratio than its preceding Risk Tolerance Group. Except the Fixed Income and 

Highly Speculative Risk Tolerance Groups, all Risk Tolerance Groups’ Treynor ratio distributions are highly skewed, all exhibit strong 

kurtosis, and normality is strongly rejected. 

Savings Fixed Income Defensive Cautious Offensive Speculative Highly Speculative 

 Mean 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.05 

 Median 0.113 0.094 0.100 0.088 0.083 0.075 0.054 

 Maximum 4.04 1.70 5.24 3.59 17.32 5.85 2.07 

 Minimum -0.64 -0.67 -1.50 -1.30 -1.62 -1.38 -0.99 

 Std. Dev. 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.16 0.29 0.23 0.14 

 Skewness 5.69 2.08 7.33 3.80 25.92 9.34 1.44 

 Kurtosis 93.12 22.97 154.21 73.62 1205.47 158.58 24.08 

 Jarque-Bera 3097955 155411 46365905 4950894 1040000000 23772803 196450 

 Probability 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

 Sum 934.55 808.56 4699.09 1978.70 1514.86 1971.84 550.22 

 Sum Sq. Dev. 260 191 1450 591 1405 1236 216 

  

 Observations 9109 9137 48285 23592 17271 23262 10523 
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TABLE XVI 
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: MEDIANS TREYNOR RATIOS  

This table shows a summary of the medians of previously discussed CAR’s, volatilities, and Treynor ratios for all Risk 

Tolerance Groups. In addition, taking Risk Tolerance Group Savings as base, the percent change over progressing 

Risk Tolerance Groups is depicted. Clearly the increase of median volatility over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups 

works in conjunction with an even greater drop in median CAR’s over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups, resultantly 

decreasing median Treynor ratios over progressing Risk Tolerance Groups. 

Risk Category CAR % change * Portfolio Betas % change * Treynor ratios % change * 

Savings 0.1347 0% 1.3105 0% 0.1133 0% 
Fixed Income 0.1106 -18% 1.3265 1% 0.0935 -17% 
Defensive 0.1193 -11% 1.2833 -2% 0.0999 -12% 
Cautious 0.1085 -19% 1.3425 2% 0.0879 -22% 
Offensive 0.1057 -22% 1.4202 8% 0.0827 -27% 
Speculative 0.1013 -25% 1.5028 15% 0.0755 -33% 
Highly 
Speculative 0.0813 -40%  1.8029 38%  0.0543 -52% 

* percentage change compared to Savings as base group 
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TABLE XVII 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: TRANSACTIONAL DATA 

This table provides an overview of the transactional data and trading behaviour of all Risk Tolerance Groups based on all total buying and selling activities for each separate 

month in which trading activity occurs. Total turnover basically shows total monthly trading turnover divided by the total portfolio value of that particular month; averages 

and medians of total turnover are calculated over all months that show trading activities. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages the median offers a 

more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups for statistics like turnovers, transaction amounts, and total portfolio worth. In the case of monthly transaction 

totals, medians do not offer real insight into differences between Risk Tolerance Groups. Although a positive relation between portfolio size and monthly transaction is likely 

to exist [larger portfolios offering greater potential for diversification which in turn most likely will increase the average number of monthly transactions for accounts that 

yield larger portfolios] average totals will not be greatly affected. Averages here do provide useful means for comparing transaction totals between Risk Tolerance Groups. 

This also particularly holds true for statistics on trading provisions.  

RISK 
CATEGORY 

 

TOTAL 

TURNOVER  

TOTAL 

TRANSACTIONS  

SHARES PER 

TRADE  

TRANSACTION AMOUNTH 

[EUR]  

PROVISION PER 

TRADE  

PORTFOLIO 

WORTH 

average median average median average median average median average median average median 

Savings  
174% 56% 

 
4.2 2 

 
9,558 1,000 

 
      36,554        7,868  

 
89 34 

 
      

19,174  
      

7,106  

Fixed Income 
203% 54% 

 
4.2 2 

 
15,554 700 

 
      88,409        6,113  

 
115 33 

 
      

20,282  
      

7,195  

Defensive  
160% 48% 

 
4.7 2 10,677 600       47,567        6,594  101 31 

      
18,919 

      
7,268  

Cautious  
167% 44% 

 
4.3 2 

 
7,103 672 

 
      44,518        7,030  

 
102 33 

 
      

28,650  
      

7,974  

Offensive  
288% 49% 

 
5.0 2 

 
13,013 930 

 
      48,583        7,482  

 
109 36 

 
      

26,057  
      

8,671  

Speculative 
146% 50% 

 
4.3 2 

 
10,931 950 

 
      38,697        7,425  

 
91 36 

 
      

30,558  
      

8,976  
 
Highly Speculative 
 

296% 67%   6.0 2   20,424 1,350         60,831        7,515    142 38   
      

19,745  
      

6,456  
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TABLE XVIII 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: SELLING ACTIVITY   

This table provides an overview of the transactional data and trading behaviour of all Risk Tolerance Groups based on all total selling activities for each separate month in 

which trading activity occurs. Total turnover basically shows total monthly trading turnover divided by the total portfolio value of that particular month; averages and medians 

of total turnover are calculated over all months that show trading activities. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages the median offers a more robust 

measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups for statistics like turnovers, transaction amounts, and total portfolio worth. In the case of monthly transaction totals, 

medians do not offer real insight into differences between Risk Tolerance Groups. Although a positive relation between portfolio size and monthly transaction is likely to exist 

[larger portfolios offering greater potential for diversification which in turn most likely will increase the average number of monthly transactions for accounts that yield larger 

portfolios] average totals will not be greatly affected. Averages here do provide useful means for comparing transaction totals between Risk Tolerance Groups. This also holds 

in part for statistics on trading provisions. 

RISK 
CATEGORY  

SELL 
TURNOVER  

 TRANSACTIONS  
[SELL]  

 SHARES PER TRANSACTION 
[SELL]  

 TRANSACTION AMOUNTH 
[SELL]  

PROVISION 
[SELL]  

PORTFOLIO 
WORTH 

average median average median average median average median average median average median 

Savings  
101% 44% 

 
3.1 1 

 
      6,555          895  

 
    24,430        5,638  

 
62 27 

 
    

19,174  
      

7,106  

Fixed_Income 
123% 44% 

 
3.0 2 

 
    10,359          536  

 
    58,598        4,781  

 
75 25 

 
    

20,282  
      

7,195  

Defensive 
94% 38% 

 
3.4 2 

 
      7,126          510  

 
    31,549        5,505  

 
71 25 

 
    

18,919  
      

7,268  

Cautious  
98% 35% 

 
3.1 2 

 
      4,838          500  

 
    29,368        5,525  

 
70 25 

 
    

28,650  
      

7,974  

Offensive  
174% 37% 

 
3.6 2 

 
      8,779          770  

 
    31,694        6,095  

 
74 30 

 
    

26,057  
      

8,671  

Speculative 
83% 39% 

 
3.0 2 

 
      7,134          750  

 
    24,864        5,815  

 
61 28 

 
    

30,558  
      

8,976  

Highly_Speculative 
174% 55%   4.0 2       12,944        1,200        37,805        6,320    92 32   

    
19,745  

      
6,456  

 

 

 



TABLE XIX 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: BUYING ACTIVITY   

This table provides an overview of the transactional data and trading behaviour of all Risk Tolerance Groups based on all total buying activities for each separate month in 

which trading activity occurs. Total turnover basically shows total monthly trading turnover divided by the total portfolio value of that particular month; averages and medians 

of total turnover are calculated over all months that show trading activities. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on averages the median offers a more robust 

measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups for statistics like turnovers, transaction amounts, and total portfolio worth. In the case of monthly transaction totals, 

medians do not offer real insight into differences between Risk Tolerance Groups. Although a positive relation between portfolio size and monthly transaction is likely to exist 

[larger portfolios offering greater potential for diversification which in turn most likely will increase the average number of monthly transactions for accounts that yield larger 

portfolios] average totals will not be greatly affected. Averages here do provide useful means for comparing transaction totals between Risk Tolerance Groups. This also 

particularly holds true for statistics on trading provisions. 

RISK 
CATEGORY  

BUY 
TURNOVER  

 TRANSACTIONS  
[BUY]  

 SHARES PER TRANSACTION 
[BUY]  

 TRANSACTION AMOUNTH 
[BUY]  

PROVISION 
[BUY]  

PORTFOLIO 
WORTH 

average median average median average Median average median average median average median 

Savings  
146% 55% 

 
2.8 1 

 
      6,872          837  

 
    27,013        7,367  

 
62 28 

 
    

19,174  
      

7,106  

Fixed Income 
160% 48% 

 
2.8 2     11,154          700      63,734        5,662  84 26 

    
20,282 

      
7,195  

Defensive 
131% 44% 

 
3.1 1 

 
      7,812          557  

 
    35,031        6,503  

 
71 26 

 
    

18,919  
      

7,268  

Cautious  
140% 40% 

 
2.9 2 

 
      5,085          600  

 
    33,028        6,300  

 
72 27 

 
    

28,650  
      

7,974  

Offensive  
226% 45% 

 
3.3 2 

 
      9,087          850  

 
    35,216        7,463  

 
75 31 

 
    

26,057  
      

8,671  

Speculative 
122% 46% 

 
2.9 2 

 
      8,044          806  

 
    28,967        6,860  

 
65 29 

 
    

30,558  
      

8,976  
Highly Speculative 
 

224% 66%   3.9 2       14,278        1,276        43,398        7,415    97 33   
    

19,745 
      

6,456  
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TABLE XX 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: BUYING/SELLING PRESSURE   

This table provides an overview of the transactional data and trading behaviour of all Risk Tolerance Groups based on ratios that divide total buying activities by total selling 

activities for each separate month in which trading activity occurs. Total turnover basically shows total monthly trading turnover divided by the total portfolio value of that 

particular month; averages and medians of total turnover are calculated over all months that show trading activities. Due to relatively strong effects of extreme outliers on 

averages the median offers a more robust measure for comparison of Risk Tolerance Groups for statistics like turnovers, transaction amounts, and total portfolio worth. In the 

case of monthly transaction totals, medians do not offer real insight into differences between Risk Tolerance Groups. Although a positive relation between portfolio size and 

monthly transaction is likely to exist [larger portfolios offering greater potential for diversification which in turn most likely will increase the average number of monthly 

transactions for accounts that yield larger portfolios] average totals will not be greatly affected. Averages here do provide useful means for comparing transaction totals 

between Risk Tolerance Groups. This also particularly holds true for statistics on trading provisions. 

RISK CATEGORY TURNOVER RATIO TRANSACTION RATIO SHARES RATIO TRANSACTIONS AMOUNTHS RATIO PROVISION RATIO 

average median average median average median average median average median 

Savings 45% 25% -10% 0% 5% -6% 11% 31% 0% 5% 

Fixed_Income 31% 9% -8% 0% 8% 31% 9% 18% 12% 2% 

Defensive 39% 18% -9% -50% 10% 9% 11% 18% 0% 4% 

Cautious 43% 14% -6% 0% 5% 20% 12% 14% 3% 6% 

Offensive 30% 21% -8% 0% 4% 10% 11% 22% 2% 2% 

Speculative 46% 18% -4% 0% 13% 7% 17% 18% 6% 4% 

Highly_Speculative 29% 21%   -3% 0%   10% 6%   15% 17%   6% 6% 
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 TABLE XXI 
EMPIRICAL RESULTS: ONE-FACTOR ANOVA OF SHARPE RATIOS USING OLS REGRESSIONS  

This table shows a the empirical results obtained by performing a one-factor ANOVA variance of means analysis is used to determined whether Risk Tolerance 
Groups [RTG] differ statistically based on their Sharpe ratio averages, by using Ordinary Least Square [OLS] regressions in Eviews [6th edition]. RTG Savings is 
deemed least risky and is set as basis for the minimum RTG; other regression outcomes of RTG’s with increasing risk tolerances are compared against the basis 
regression outcomes by hand of dummy regression analysis. The OLS regression [Rij] for all risk adjustment ratios denotes the following formula:  

Rij C0 1 * RTG1i 2 * RTG2i 3 * RTG3i 4 * RTG4i 5 * RTG5i 6 * RTG6i ij 

Where Rij is the dependant variable Sharpe ratio, Co is the regression constant [RTG Savings’ regression serving as basis for other RTG’s regressions] for 
investor i at time j; RTG1i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the fixed income risk tolerance group; RTG2i is a binary dummy 
variable that states whether an investor is part of the defensive risk tolerance group; RTG3i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of 
the cautious risk tolerance group; RTG4i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the offensive risk tolerance group; RTG5i is a binary 
dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the speculative risk tolerance group; RTG6i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is 

part of the highly speculative risk tolerance group and ij is the regression error term. 

Risk Category Sharpe Ratio 

  

Upper Bound 

  

Probability 

  

α level* 
Lower Bound 

Savings 0.8773 
0.8944 

0.0000 *** 
0.8601 

Fixed Income 0.7853 
0.8096 

0.0001 *** 
0.7611 

Defensive 0.8365 
0.8552 

0.0292 ** 
0.8178 

Cautious 0.7206 
0.7408 

0.0000 *** 
0.7005 

Offensive 0.7588 
0.7800 

0.0000 *** 
0.7376 

Speculative 0.7257 
0.7459 

0.0000 *** 
0.7055 

Highly speculative 0.4382 
0.4616 

0.0000 *** 
0.4148 

*The symbols ***, **, and * denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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TABLE XXII 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: WALD TESTS OF OLS REGRESSION OF SHARPE RATIOS   

Wald tests have been performed on the Sharpe ratio regressions residuals and standard deviations of each unique set of Risk Tolerance Groups to analyse whether Risk 

Tolerance Groups’ Sharpe ratio averages [regression  ’s] are statistically different from one another by testing the assumed difference under a 2 distribution. Wald test are 

performed for each separate combination of Risk Tolerance Group to confirm preliminary statistical OLS regression outcomes on Sharpe ratio averages.  

Risk Category Savings α level* Fixed Income α level* Defensive α level* Cautious α level* Offensive α level* Speculative α level* 

Fixed Income 0.0000 *** 

Defensive 0.0000 *** 0.0061 *** 

Cautious 0.0000 *** 0.0013 *** 0.0000 *** 

Offensive 0.0000 *** 0.2094 - 0.0000 *** 0.0200 ** 

Speculative 0.0000 *** 0.0032 *** 0.0000 *** 0.7373 - 0.0000 *** 

Highly speculative 0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 *** 

The symbols ***, **, and * denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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TABLE XXIII 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: ONE-FACTOR ANOVA OF INFORMATION RATIOS USING OLS REGRESSIONS 

This table shows a the empirical results obtained by performing a one-factor ANOVA variance of means analysis is used to determined whether Risk Tolerance 
Groups [RTG] differ statistically based on their Information ratio averages, by using Ordinary Least Square [OLS] regressions in Eviews [6th edition]. RTG 
Savings is deemed least risky and is set as basis for the minimum RTG; other regression outcomes of RTG’s with increasing risk tolerances are compared against 
the basis regression outcomes by hand of dummy regression analysis. The OLS regression [Rij] for all risk adjustment ratios denotes the following formula: 

Rij C0 1 * RTG1i 2 * RTG2i 3 * RTG3i 4 * RTG4i 5 * RTG5i 6 * RTG6i ij 

Where Rij is the dependant variable Information ratio, Co is the regression constant [RTG Savings’ regression serving as basis for other RTG’s regressions] for 
investor i at time j; RTG1i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the fixed income risk tolerance group; RTG2i is a binary dummy 
variable that states whether an investor is part of the defensive risk tolerance group; RTG3i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of 
the cautious risk tolerance group; RTG4i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the offensive risk tolerance group; RTG5i is a binary 
dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the speculative risk tolerance group; RTG6i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is 

part of the highly speculative risk tolerance group and ij is the regression error term. 

Risk Category Information Ratio

 

Upper Bound 

  

Probability

 

α level*
Lower Bound 

Savings 0.2151 
0.2320 

0.0000 *** 
0.1981 

Fixed Income 0.1226 
0.1466 

0.0001 *** 
0.0987 

Defensive 0.1413 
0.1597 

0.0001 *** 
0.1228 

Cautious 0.0410 
0.0609 

0.0000 *** 
0.0211 

Offensive 0.1012 
0.1221 

0.0000 *** 
0.0802 

Speculative 0.0876 
0.1075 

0.0000 *** 
0.0676 

Highly speculative -0.1352 
-0.1121 

0.0000 *** 
-0.1583 

The symbols ***, **, and * denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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TABLE XXIV 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: WALD TESTS OF OLS REGRESSION OF INFORMATION RATIOS  

Wald tests have been performed on the Information ratio regressions residuals and standard deviations of each unique set of Risk Tolerance Groups to analyse whether Risk 

Tolerance Groups’ Information ratio averages [regression  ’s] are statistically different from one another by testing the assumed difference under a 2 distribution. Wald test 

are performed for each separate combination of Risk Tolerance Group to confirm preliminary statistical OLS regression outcomes on Information ratio averages.  

Risk Category Savings α level* Fixed Income α level* Defensive α level* Cautious α level* Offensive α level* Speculative α level* 

Fixed Income 0.0000 *** 

Defensive 0.0000 *** 0.3120 - 

Cautious 0.0000 *** 0.0000 *** 0.0000 *** 

Offensive 0.0000 *** 0.3036 - 0.0051 *** 0.0002 *** 

Speculative 0.0000 *** 0.0786 * 0.0000 *** 0.0018 *** 0.4024 * 

Highly speculative 0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 *** 

The symbols ***, **, and * denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

 

 



TABLE XXV 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: ONE-FACTOR ANOVA OF TREYNOR RATIOS USING OLS REGRESSIONS 

This table shows a the empirical results obtained by performing a one-factor ANOVA variance of means analysis is used to determined whether Risk Tolerance 
Groups [RTG] differ statistically based on their Treynor ratio averages, by using Ordinary Least Square [OLS] regressions in Eviews [6th edition]. RTG Savings 
is deemed least risky and is set as basis for the minimum RTG; other regression outcomes of RTG’s with increasing risk tolerances are compared against the 
basis regression outcomes by hand of dummy regression analysis. The OLS regression [Rij] for all risk adjustment ratios denotes the following formula:  

Rij C0 1 * RTG1i 2 * RTG2i 3 * RTG3i 4 * RTG4i 5 * RTG5i 6 * RTG6i ij 

Where Rij is the dependant variable Treynor ratio, Co is the regression constant [RTG Savings’ regression serving as basis for other RTG’s regressions] for 
investor i at time j; RTG1i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the fixed income risk tolerance group; RTG2i is a binary dummy 
variable that states whether an investor is part of the defensive risk tolerance group; RTG3i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of 
the cautious risk tolerance group; RTG4i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the offensive risk tolerance group; RTG5i is a binary 
dummy variable that states whether an investor is part of the speculative risk tolerance group; RTG6i is a binary dummy variable that states whether an investor is 

part of the highly speculative risk tolerance group and ij is the regression error term. 

Risk Category Treynor Ratio 

  

Upper Bound 

  

Probability 

  

α level* 
Lower Bound 

Savings 0.1037 
0.1058 

0.0000 *** 
0.1016 

Fixed Income 0.0902 
0.0931 

0.0000 *** 
0.0873 

Defensive 0.0975 
0.0997 

0.0053 *** 
0.0952 

Cautious 0.0840 
0.0864 

0.0000 *** 
0.0816 

Offensive 0.0878 
0.0903 

0.0000 *** 
0.0853 

Speculative 0.0849 
0.0873 

0.0000 *** 
0.0824 

Highly speculative 0.0528 
0.0556 

0.0000 *** 
0.0500 

The symbols ***, **, and * denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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TABLE XXVI 

EMPIRICAL RESULTS: WALD TESTS OF OLS REGRESSION OF TREYNOR RATIOS   

Wald tests have been performed on the Treynor ratio regressions residuals and standard deviations of each unique set of Risk Tolerance Groups to analyse whether Risk 

Tolerance Groups’ Treynor ratio averages [regression  ’s] are statistically different from one another by testing the assumed difference under a 2 distribution. Wald test are 

performed for each separate combination of Risk Tolerance Group to confirm preliminary statistical OLS regression outcomes on Treynor ratio averages.  

Risk Category Savings α level* Fixed Income α level* Defensive α level* Cautious α level* Offensive α level* Speculative α level* 

Fixed Income 0.0000 *** 

Defensive 0.0000 *** 0.0013 *** 

Cautious 0.0000 *** 0.0103 ** 0.0000 *** 

Offensive 0.0000 *** 0.3400 - 0.0000 *** 0.0528 * 

Speculative 0.0000 *** 0.0270 ** 0.0000 *** 0.6398 - 0.1336 - 

Highly speculative 0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 ***   0.0000 *** 

The symbols ***, **, and * denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

  


